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2019 Northeast Friends of the Pleistocene Announcement 
and Fieldtrip Stop Overview 

The Northeast Friends of the Pleistocene return to Cape Cod, Massachusetts, May 31 to June 2, 2019. The 
fieldtrip is sponsored by the U.S. Geological Survey, Massachusetts Geological Survey, and the 
Massachusetts Geological Society.  

This trip comes 51 years after a Cape Cod trip in 1968, led by Bob Oldale, Carl Koteff, and Joe Hartshorn, 
who invited Friends to examine the geology shown on new, detailed geologic maps of the Cape Cod 
National Seashore. The present trip will visit classic stratigraphic localities that reveal evidence of 
meltwater processes active in construction of the large glaciodeltaic landforms of the outer Cape. We also 
will visit fresh pit exposures in the two large recessional moraines and outwash deposits of the western 
Cape. Interpretation of offshore correlative geology from seismic profiles also will be discussed. Holocene 
coastal and marine deposits of the Provincetown Hook, Wellfleet Harbor, and Seashore beaches will be 
visited. Our goal is to provide you with the latest stratigraphic framework of the Cape Cod area, a 
discussion of this part of the new Quaternary Geologic Map of Massachusetts, and opportunities for 
imaging and sampling typical sediments so that you are best prepared to teach these details to the next 
generation. The trip also features discussions about the bedrock surface beneath the Cape, distribution 
of Coastal Plain sediments on top of rock, history of subsurface studies, drill holes, ongoing contamination 
studies in aquifer zones, offshore geology, the last marine transgression, and developments in Quaternary 
geochronology of the area.  

This trip covers parts of three days, beginning on FRIDAY at 10:00 AM. On Friday, we will be driving cars; 
you may join Friday’s trip at a scheduled assembly point when you arrive during the day. On Saturday and 
Sunday, we will be traveling by Bus. On Friday and Saturday, we will examine several sea cliff exposures, 
morphologic features, and a sand and gravel excavation in the elbow to the fingertips section of Cape Cod 
(also called the lower Cape).  On Sunday, we will visit sand and gravel excavations in the recessional 
moraines, and outwash plains of the shoulder to elbow section of Cape Cod (also called the upper Cape). 
If required, a revised list of STOPS and scheduled assembly times on Friday will be forwarded to you when 
we finalize trip plans. 

Friday, Day 1 
10:00 AM: Assemble at Sheraton Four Points, Eastham. Consolidate cars. 

10:30-11:30 Stop 1. High Head, Truro. Walk to active dune front. 

11:45-1:00 Stop 2.  Pilgrim Heights, Truro. Hike to Small Swamp kettle and Pilgrim Springs.   LUNCH Stop 
(Bring your own bag lunch). 

1:30-2:30 Stop 3. Scenic Drive along Longnook furrow to Longnook Beach north sea cliff exposure in 
Wellfleet plain deposits. 

2:30-3:00 Stop 4. Scenic Drive along Pamet River valley to sea cliff exposure in Wellfleet plain deposits. 

3:00-3:30 Stop 4A. Newcomb Hollow beach sea cliff exposure in Wellfleet plain deposits. 

3:30-4:30 Stop 5 Great Pond Kettle and clustered mini-kettles along Ocean View Drive. Return to 
Eastham. 



6:00-8:00 PM Happy Hour, Registration at Sheraton Four Points. Posters, and review slides of the day, 
introductory discussions. 

Saturday, Day 2 

Assemble 7:30 AM at Sheraton Four Points, Board bus. 

Stop 6. Provincetown beach/and/or Visitors Center. Spit/Dune development and offshore geology 
discussed. 

Stop 7. Highland Center, Truro.  NPS wave platform; top of Wellfleet delta plain. 

Stop 8. Highland Light, Truro. Top of Highland delta plain, hike down Highland clay section to beach. 
Examine sea cliff section to north and Truro plain section. Walk north on beach to Coast Guard beach 
parking area. Bus picks us up and returns to Highland Light.  

Lunch at Highland Light museum, restrooms. 

Stop 9. Wellfleet Harbor: Discussion of seismic reflection profiling in Wellfleet Harbor. 

Stop 10.  Marconi Station Road:  Wellfleet plain–Eastham plain contact. 

Stop 11.  Lower Cape Sand and Gravel pit, Eastham: Examine fluvial beds in the Eastham plain deposits. 
Discuss and view core into bedrock surface at a depth of 507 ft.  

Stop 12. Coast Guard Beach: Sea cliff exposure of kettle-fill peat and growth position tree stumps. 

Stop 13. Doane Rock (also called Enos Rock; largest glacial boulder on Cape Cod). 

Stop 14. National Seashore Visitor’s Center (time permitting). 

6:00 pm Happy Hour and 7:00 pm Buffet Dinner at Sheraton Four Points. 

Sunday, Day 3 

Complete hotel checkout by 7:30 AM and drive your own car to CC Canal Visitor’s Center in Sandwich; 
(50-60-minute drive). By 8:30, board Bus. 

Stop 16.  Glacial Lake Cape Cod spillway at CC Canal overview site. 

Stop 17. Cape Cod Aggregates gravel pit, Falmouth—in Buzzards Bay Moraine deposits. Entrance via 
Falmouth Land Trust’s Moraine Trail. 

Stop 18.  Colluvial rampart of the Buzzards Bay moraine; Brick Kiln Rd, Falmouth—Moraine Trail to 
Long Pond.   

Stop 19. Furrow cutting distal Mashpee delta plain deposits; Handy Cranberry Trust Cranberry Bog 
excavation in Falmouth. 

Stop 20. P.A. Landers Sand and Gravel pit, Forestdale; Mashpee pitted plain outwash, large kettles. 

Stop 21. Cape Cod Aggregates gravel pit in Sandwich Moraine; till overlying proximal Mashpee plain. 

Return to CC Canal parking; Optional tour of CC Canal museum by U.S. Army Corp of Engineers staff. 



From Edward Hitchcock, 1841, Geology of Massachusetts; Part III. Scientific Geology, Chapter 2. 
Diluvium or Drift. P. 350-402 

“ …Figure 74, was taken near the center of Truro on Cape Cod. Here the elevations are 
sometimes more than 100 feet high, and are made up of coarse sand. Although a meeting house is shown 
upon this sketch, yet what can be more dreary than such a landscape! where not a tree appears to relieve 
the eye and scarcely a dwelling: for the inhabitants have wisely chosen to build in the valleys, where 
they are sheltered from the winds. Such a landscape, however, possesses a great deal of scientific 
interest. It is worth a journey the whole length of the Cape to see such remarkable effects of diluvial 
action.  

The most remarkable exhibitions of these elevations and depressions, as already stated, occur 
in Plymouth and Barnstable Counties. On the road from Kingston to Barnstable, they are particularly 
numerous and striking. A better place can hardly be selected to view them, than the ancient burying 
ground in Plymouth; which itself occupies one of these eminences. And from the top others may be seen 
on every side, except oceanward, rising in the distance like the waves in a stormy sea. Towards the 
south, they actually assume a mountain size; one can hardly persuade himself that he is looking only 
upon hills of gravel. Beyond Barnstable, we meet with no very striking examples until we arrive at 
Wellfleet Harbor. The sand is piled up sometimes to the height of 200 feet, with corresponding cavities: 
the sides of which are often quite steep. Near Truro Harbor, where sketch Fig. 74, was taken, the most 
striking examples occur.”        
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Geologic Origins of Cape Cod, Massachusetts 

 Figure 1. Digital elevation model (DEM) of Cape Cod.  Red dots are field trip stops. H is hotel. 

Introduction 

The bared-arm shaped peninsula of Cape Cod consists of three parts: from “shoulder to elbow”, the landscape is 
formed by interlobate recessional moraines of the last ice sheet and their associated glaciodeltaic outwash plains 
that were graded to a lake in Nantucket Sound.  From just past the “elbow” to the “wrist”, the land is formed by 
deltas that were built into a glacial lake in Cape Cod Bay; these deltas were sourced from the margin of a long-
lingering ice lobe in the Gulf of Maine.  And from “wrist to the curving fingertips,” there lies a massive marine spit 
and dune complex of late Holocene age. On days 1 and 2 of the fieldtrip, we will examine sea cliff exposures, 
morphologic features, and a sand and gravel excavation in the elbow to the fingertips section of Cape Cod (also 
called the lower Cape). On day 3, we will visit sand and gravel excavations in the recessional moraines, and 
outwash plains of the shoulder to elbow section of Cape Cod (also called the upper Cape).  
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The Friends of the Pleistocene (FOP) are gathering on Cape Cod for the third time, following the 7th annual FOP 
field trip hosted by Kirtley Mather, Dick Goldthwait, and Lincoln Theismeyer in 1940 among the newly named 
recessional moraines and outwash plains mapped in detail on the western Cape. Our next visit came in 1968 when 
Bob Oldale, Carl Koteff, and Joe Hartshorn hosted the 31st annual trip (Oldale and others, 1968). The purposes 
that year were to examine new detailed geologic maps of the lower Cape for the new National Seashore Park, 
based on close scrutiny of aerial photos and stratigraphic sections exposed in the spectacular glacial land forms, 
and to consider the evidence for a thoughtful pre- and postglacial geochronology based on newly obtained 
radiocarbon dates of fossils within and on the drift. 

The 2019 fieldtrip will reexamine sediments in map units, contact relationships, and the stratigraphic framework 
for the new Quaternary geologic map of Massachusetts, as part of the National Cooperative Geologic Mapping 
Program’s goal for 1:100,000-scale geodatabases with three-dimensional data (USGS-AASG). This trip reaffirms 
our concepts of mappable sedimentary facies in meltwater deposits and moraines, and the classifications of 
glaciodeltaic and glaciofluvial morphosequences that describe the characteristic lithic features of these deposits 
that characterize the southern New England region. Our field examples show how LIDAR data enhance our view 
of the continuity and surface features of map units.  In exposures and core holes, correlated subsurface 
sedimentary facies fill the lower 3D volumes of map units and extend similar understanding to correlated offshore 
units as part of the same local framework.  The resulting summary of the history of ice margin retreat is based 
on relative physical stratigraphic units and features, as required by the North American Stratigraphic Code and  
the implementation of informal allostratigraphic units within the lithostratigraphic base.   

Previous Investigations 

Amherst Professor of Chemistry and Natural History Edward Hitchcock’s (1841) original attribution of the Cape 
Cod landscape to diluvial processes (section reprinted above) was reconsidered abruptly in his lengthy Postscript 
to that report, which he wrote after his manuscript was prepared for printing. The postscript describes the 
observations and rationale of Professor Louis Agassiz that linked similar global features to glacial ice sheets, rather 
than to drifting ice in marine currents or other explanations. Hitchcock carefully embraced the new continental 
glacial theory and went on to speculate on the origins of moraines and the apparent widespread effects of glacial 
meltwater flows in the stratified surficial deposits in all the valleys of Massachusetts, and on Cape Cod. He 
envisioned that “lakes would be formed, where moraines had produced barriers, and clay and sand would there 
be quietly deposited by the waters”.  Further, “it [the glacial theory] furnishes the requisite quantity of water to 
fill the valleys, and the means of damming up their outlets for a season” (p. 4a). He also expounded: “But I can 
hardly doubt that glacio-aqueous action has been the controlling power in producing the phenomena of drift” (p. 
5a).   

Upham (1879) investigated the regional extent of the two large regional moraines from eastern Long Island, New 
York, through the Islands and upper Cape Cod.  He followed the bouldery, irregular surface morphology, and noted 
the right-angular turn of moraine segments in Sandwich, Massachusetts, which he related to an interlobate setting 
of two ice lobes.  Chamberlin (1883) summarized earlier work along the glacial boundary of the eastern U.S. and 
emphasized the lobate form of the moraines, especially the Falmouth moraine (fig. 2A), which he concluded was 
a recessional moraine of the last ice sheet. N.S. Shaler’s early mapping studies (1898) emphasized the surface 
features of the coastal moraines and marginal outwash apron deposits on Nantucket and the Cape. Shaler 
recognized that the west-east trending moraine in Sandwich lies nearly perpendicular to the Falmouth moraine, 
although he rejected the concept of ice-lobe genesis and disconformable ice flow patterns.  

The names and origins of parts of the Falmouth moraine (presently the Buzzards Bay and Sandwich moraines) 
were reconsidered, remapped, and renamed by several authors in the fifty years following Chamberlin (1883); 
these histories are included in the unit descriptions of the moraines, below.  J.B. Woodworth’s map of 1899 named 
the west-east segment the Cape Cod moraine, which included a wider and more extensive eastern area from 
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Yarmouth, Scargo Hill, to East Orleans (as in Fig. 2C). His regional map (completed in 1916, Plates 1 and 2, 
in Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934) reinstated the Falmouth name for both moraine segments, but a 
regional map showed its eastern segment in a more southerly line (Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934, Plate 
6).  Mather and others (1940) had reviewed the entire discussion and proposed a geologic mapping project in the 
new USGS-

MDPW (Massachusetts Department of Public Works) Cooperative Program to resolve some of the stratigraphic 
issues. They mapped the two moraines in new detail (1:24,000 scale), which revealed that their younger Sandwich 
moraine overlies the northern end of the Buzzards Bay moraine (fig 2C), thereby requiring separate stratigraphic 
units to explain the history of the western interlobate zone (also mapped as separate moraines by Wilson, 1906). 
Note that they included the northern wide area of Woodworth’s moraine at the east end of the Sandwich, and an 
inexplicable northern extension of moraine in the lower Cape, which had been proposed by Goldthwait and Antevs 
(Antevs, 1922) (fig 2B). The configuration of the Sandwich moraine remained conjectural (see Chamberlain, 1964, 

A B 

C Figure 2. A- Diagram showing moraines 
(brown areas) from Chamberlin, 1883 figure 
1; B- Diagram showing moraines by J.W. 
Goldthwait and Ernst Antevs in Antevs, 1922; 
C- Diagram showing moraines and ice lobes
by Mather and others, 1940.
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Strahler, 1966; Oldale, 1975a; Oldale and Barlow, 1986) in the eastern part of the upper Cape, where correlated 
ice-marginal deltaic deposits and recessional ice-margin positions again are reconsidered in this fieldtrip report. 

At first, the stratigraphy below the surface glacial features on the Cape was related to the developing regional 
correlation of late Cenozoic units, including the older Pleistocene clays on Martha’s Vineyard (Shaler, 1898). His 
diagram (fig. 3A) shows moraine deposits over tilted clays (the inferred oldest clay unit), and moraine and the 
great plain morainal apron over two sets of horizontal clays (younger clay units, part of the “Barnstable series” of 
Shaler, 1898) that were correlated with clay beds in sections on Martha’s Vineyard. Woodworth and Wigglesworth 
(1934) applied this stratigraphic approach to exposures of contrasting materials in the drift, particularly the thick 
clay in the bluffs at Highland Light. There, the sand-clay-sand vertical sequence was tentatively correlated with 
the Jameco Gravel-Gardiners Clay-Jacob Sand of Long Island, which Woodworth and others had correlated with 
the pre-Illinoian glacial outwash-interglacial marine clay-proglacial Illinoian glacial outwash succession.  This 
interpretation was included in Woodworth’s final summary of his field studies and his suggested correlations of 
these beds on Cape Cod, published posthumously (Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934).  

The alternative glacial meltwater origin of stratified materials within the landforms of Cape Cod (Grabau, 1897) 
was based on an early recognition of the deltaic origin of smaller but similar glacial sand plains in the small glacial 
lakes of eastern Massachusetts (Woodworth, 1899, Stone and Peper, 1982, Stone, 2014).  Grabau named and 
described the deltaic features of the Wellfleet, Truro, and Eastham plains, and their correlation with the glacial 

Figure 3. A. Inferred upward-younging stratigraphy of tilted clay, horizontal clay, moraine and outwash in a section from 
Sandy Neck, Brewster to Nantucket Sound, Harwich (Shaler, 1898, figure 91). B. Section showing Pleistocene deposits from 
Hyannis quadrangle (modified from Oldale, 1974b).   C. Section showing subsurface sediments in Pleistocene deposits from 
eastern part of the Hyannis quadrangle (modified from LeBlanc and others, 1986). Sections at approximate same scale and 
vertical exaggeration. Unit colors till as green, moraine as brown, coarse grained deltaic and ice-contact deposits as orange, 
fine-grained glacial lake deposits as blue. 
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source area to the east and the glacial lake extent in Cape Cod Bay to the west.  This conceptual framework was 
further applied to the Highland Plain (Wilson, 1906), and was adopted in detailed mapping studies of the lower 
Cape (Koteff and others, 1967, Oldale 1968, Oldale and others, 1971). At Highland Light (STOP 7), the recognition 
of glaciodeltaic foreset and topset strata, interbedded glacial lake clay, and onlapping contacts among units 
established the modern stratigraphic framework.  Sandy deltaic sections contain abraded fragments of wood and 
shells of preglacial ages, 27->55ka cal (Koteff and others, 1967).  Highland clay contains reworked, detrital marine 
microfossils (Sayles and Knox, 1943).  Proportions of gravel clast rock types in the glacial deltas of the lower Cape 
are sufficiently varied to add lithic composition support to unit differentiation (Koteff and others 1967, Oldale 
1969b).  

Complete detailed mapping of the Cape continued to the Sandwich quadrangle (Oldale, 1975b), in which the 
Mashpee pitted plain (Mather and others, 1940), Barnstable, and Harwich plains were defined in the upper Cape, 
along with glacial lake deposits of glacial Lake Nantucket Sound and glacial Lake Cape Cod.  Oldale (1975a) and 
Oldale and Barlow (1986) mapped the high-standing gravels of Scargo Hill and in West Brewster as ice-contact 
meltwater deposits, younger than and not aligned with the Sandwich moraine ridge that plunges beneath surface 
outwash in Harwich. The more recent recognition of coarse pro-morainal sediment east of the Buzzards Bay 
moraine at Falmouth (Masterson and others, 1997) was based on coarse gravel clast size and rock types, surface 
slope, and evidence of higher ground water conductivity in the area. 

Additional detailed studies extended knowledge of subsurface conditions. Early seismic refraction data, and 
recent passive seismic soundings produced a series of bedrock-surface contour maps of increasing extent and 
resolution (Oldale, 1969a; Oldale, 1974a; Lane and others, 2008, Fairchild and others 2012). Groundwater studies 
initiated the first drill hole records of thick glacial lake clay at depth, overlain by upward coarsening deltaic beds 
beneath all of the pro-morainal deltaic units of the upper Cape (Koteff and Cotton, 1962; Maevsky and Drake, 
1963; LeBlanc and others, 1986, Masterson and others 1997, Hull and others, 2019).   

Offshore geologic studies established the regional setting of the bedrock surface in Cape Cod Bay and beneath the 
Cape, to the overlying autochthonous coastal plain sedimentary wedge and its allochthonous erosional outliers 
around the Cape. Continuing work has defined the extent of coarse and fine lake sediments in Nantucket Sound, 
Vineyard Sound, and Buzzards Bay. Cape Cod Bay has revealed a complex depositional history with ice marginal 
and postglacial sedimentation. Coastal studies of Provincetown spit (Davis, 1896; Zeigler and others, 1965, 
Leatherman, 1979; Uchupi and others, 2005, Forman, 2015), and emerging stratigraphy are discussed below. 

Glacial Geology of Cape Cod 

Most of Cape Cod is formed by thick glacial deposits that overlie crystalline bedrock at depths ranging from 25 to 
175 meters below sea level. Figure 4 shows the contours on the bedrock surface beneath Cape Cod and illustrates 
its southerly and easterly slope. The rock surface extends from a high at -25 m at the Cape Cod Canal and the 
Bourne area to the west, to a platform at the -75 to -125-m range that extends to the Cape’s elbow and across 
Cape Cod Bay. From there the bedrock surface slopes easterly beneath the Gulf of Maine descending to as much 
as -250 m within the map area, but much deeper farther offshore to the east.  

Coastal plain strata once formed an eastward and southward thickening wedge on top of the hard rock surface. 
The wedge-shaped former extent has been repeatedly diminished by multiple glaciations and intervening fluvial 
episodes.  Remnants of Late-Cretaceous-Tertiary coastal plain strata overlie the bedrock surface in many places 
especially in the offshore areas (fig. 4). These strata lie only below sea level except where they have been glacially 
deformed and thrusted upward. Glacially modified coastal plain remnant hills (GMCPH) are locally overlain by pre-
late Wisconsinan till and outwash sediments, and then sculpted again beneath the late-Wisconsinan ice sheet. 
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Figure 4. Contour map of the bedrock surface beneath Cape Cod – red lines (25-m contour interval). Bedrock contours 
drawn using seismic-refraction data on land from Oldale and Tuttle, (1964, 1965) and Oldale (1969a), horizontal-to-
vertical (H/V) Ambient-Noise Seismic data from Lane and others, (2008) Fairchild and others (2012) and bedrock depths 
measured from seismic-reflection profiles offshore. Map also shows position of Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary coastal 
plain strata (K-T CP) and glacially modified coastal plain remnant hills (GMCPH). 

Coastal plain strata are rarely seen on land; an exception is the sea cliff at Gay Head, Martha’s Vineyard (fig. 5), 
where Cretaceous and Tertiary beds have been thrusted upward to positions well above sea level. Tilted strata of 
semi-consolidated buff colored quartzose sand, dark beds of lignite, and red clay are Late Cretaceous in age. Thin 
Tertiary green-sand strata are present locally in the upper section at Gay Head. Thin till containing erratic cobbles 
and boulders caps the section.  

The present extent of coastal plain strata also is illustrated by an example from a seismic profile (fig. 6) which 
follows a west-to-east track line in southern Massachusetts Bay. Autochthonous coastal plain strata with internal 
bedding reflectors and tops near the bathymetric surface are present in the eastern part of the line. To the west, 
tilted and deformed strata in isolated hills can be seen. In Cape Cod Bay, as well as in Massachusetts Bay to the 
north, many glacially modified coastal plain hills are obvious on high-resolution seismic reflection profiles and 
have been mapped. Autochthonous strata are present in the lower sections of glacially modified hills, and some 
also contain overlying deformed allochthonous strata; most are capped by glacial deposits. The hills have a 
generally rounded, smoothed surface, but they are much larger than similarly shaped drumlins of the region. A 
few of these hills that contain fossiliferous coastal plain strata are preserved on land in southeast Massachusetts 
in the Marshfield Hills (Kaye, 1983), and farther south in Plymouth, Pine Hill has similar characteristics. The 
offshore glacially modified hills were mapped by their distinctive shape, size, and internal structure as seen on 

GMCP

K-T CP
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seismic profiles, and represent the best known distribution of glacial erosional remnants along the continental 
margin. 

Figure 5. Sea cliff at Gay Head, western Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts (photo by B.D. Stone 2015) 

Figure 6. Part of R/V Ferrel (1994) seismic reflection line 15 in Massachusetts Bay showing autochthonous coastal plain 
strata to the east and increasingly deformed remnant hills of coastal plain strata to the west. The coastal plain strata 
overlie bedrock at a depth of about 190 m but the bedrock surface cannot be seen on this part of the seismic record. 
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Despite the existence of hundreds of water wells and boreholes on land in Cape Cod, no boring has been reported 
to penetrate such a till/coastal plain strata sequence beneath the overlying glaciolacustrine and morainal 
sediments.  Even in the coastal zone of the upper Cape, a few wells to bedrock have not penetrated such a 
sequence.  It is suggested here that the apparent paucity of coastal plain materials on the rock edifice beneath 
the Cape, may indicate that multiple glacial scour events were focused on the top of the bedrock high beneath 
the upper Cape.  Deep erosion from multiple glacial events, and from multiple, cross cutting ice lobes, could have 
effectively removed the thin coastal plain cover here just as widespread glacial scour removed the very thin edge 
of these beds on land. 

Chronology of Ice Retreat and Development of Glacial Lakes 

At the time of the last glacial maximum, the ice margin stood along the terminal moraine at Martha’s Vineyard 
and Nantucket, global sea level was some 125 meters below today’s level, and much of the marine shelf area 
south of there was exposed land. As the ice margin retreated, glacial lakes formed systematically with ice retreat, 
dammed initially behind high-lying coastal plain strata and capping morainal/ice marginal deposits at the terminal 
position. On western Martha’s Vineyard, cosmogenic-nuclide (10Be) exposure ages for 13 glacial boulders on the 
terminal moraine indicate that the southeastern margin of the Laurentide ice sheet reached its maximum extent 
about 25,200±1000 years ago (Balco and others, 2002, 2009). On Nantucket, an OSL age of about 25,000±900 on 
the oldest outwash plain is supported by an age of about 24,000±900 on the moraine to the north (Rittenour and 
others, 2012). 

Figure 7A shows the Buzzards Bay (BB) and Cape Cod Bay (CCB) ice lobes as they stood at recessional positions, 
while the South Channel Lobe ice continued filling the Gulf of Maine, extending south to Georges Bank. A glacial 
lake had developed in what is now Nantucket Sound, dammed behind the terminal moraine positions and high 
lying coastal plain strata to the south and the South Channel lobe ice to the east. The Mashpee, Barnstable, 
Yarmouth, Harwich, and Chatham delta plains (not shown) were built into the Nantucket Sound Lake by meltwater 

Figure 7. Ice Lobes and glacial lakes in the Cape Cod area during retreat of the Laurentide Ice sheet.  A. Ice margin position 
along the Buzzards Bay and Sandwich Moraines at ~22 ka; GLN—Glacial Lake Nantucket Sound. B. Ice-margin position at ~20 
ka; GLCC—Glacial Lake Cape Cod.  C. Ice-margin position at ~18 ka; GLS—Glacial Lake Stellwagen.  
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streams issuing from ice positions now marked by the recessional Buzzards Bay and Sandwich moraines. Revised 
cosmogenic-nuclide exposure ages from the Buzzards Bay moraine indicate its formation at about 21,000+1000 
years ago (Balco and others, 2009). Regional synthesis of varve sections (Stone and Stone, 2012) and correlation 
with moraines constrain these 10Be exposure ages to the older side of their uncertainty range. For example, glacial 
lakes in Connecticut and beneath Long Island Sound that predate NAVC varve year 2700 (dated at 18.2 ka, Ridge 
and others, 2012) contain a minimum of 2400 varves. The oldest of these varves lies on top of the submerged Old 
Saybrook moraine and constrain its age to at least 20.6 ka. Cosmogenic dating of boulders on the Old Saybrook 
moraine produced a date of 20,300±1000 years (Balco and Schaefer, 2006; Balco and others, 2009). The Old 
Saybrook moraine extends into Rhode Island as the Wolf Rocks moraine that lies 10 km north of the Charlestown-
Buzzards Bay moraine. Therefore, we conclude that the 21.0 ka timeframe for the Buzzards Bay moraine should 
be considered to be as old as 22 ka (its older uncertainty age) (fig. 7A). 

In figure 7B, the CCB ice lobe has retreated from the recessional moraine position, the South Channel (SC) Lobe 
ice remains filling the Gulf of Maine, and glacial Lake Cape Cod has developed in Cape Cod Bay. A spillway 
developed across the interlobate angle between the moraines at the modern site of the Cape Cod Canal. Extensive 
ice-marginal deposits were laid down in glacial Lake Cape Cod sourced from the CCB ice lobe, which repeatedly 
readvanced over those sediments producing a series of thrust block slabs (Billingsgate deposits). After 
emplacement of extensive, thrusted sediment in Lake Cape Cod, a series of deltas prograded westerly into the 
lake sourced from the South Channel Lobe ice to the east—these were the Wellfleet, Truro, Eastham deltas plains. 

Figure 7C shows the interlobate angle between the CCB and SC lobes has retreated northward and eastward from 
the Truro delta position, and lake waters lowered considerably (to about -20 m) controlled by lowering pathways 
across Nantucket Shoals and eventually South Channel itself, 180 km to the SSE. This lower glacial lake is here 
called Glacial Lake Stellwagen (GLS). Extensive ice-marginal lacustrine fans issuing from CCB lobe ice and lacustrine 
fans (or deltas) deposited in front of SC lobe ice (Stellwagen Bank) were deposited in the lake as well as extensive 
lake-bottom sediment and a meteoric delta built from the south. 

New Geologic Map of Cape Cod 

The new compilation of the geologic map of Cape Cod shown in figure 8 is based on the original detailed maps of 
the surface features, revised only where new LIDAR data supported minor revision of unit contacts within the new 
topographic elevation models, or where new map units seemed necessary to emphasize features of the 
stratigraphic framework. For example, unit Qcp, Crooked Pond deposits (recognized but not mapped by Mather 
and others, 1940), were differentiated on the basis of their surface altitude, coarse grain size, and evidence of 
relatively large ground water conductivity (Masterson and others, 1997).  Unit Qnc, Chatham deposits, was added 
to the array of adjacent units south of and older than the Sandwich moraine, on the basis of the extensive ice-
contact deposits along the coast, south of a lowland of swamps and drainage paths (fig. 1), and below the 
projected level of the wide progradational plain of the Harwich Plain to the north (Oldale, 1969b, Profiles AA’, BB’, 
CC’). The Harwich Plain covers the ice-marginal source area of unit Qnc in the subsurface belt to the north. This 
area probably contains the eastward extent of the Sandwich moraine ice-marginal line that extends to the coast 
at north Chatham. This proposed ice line lies south of the line proposed and similarly extended by Oldale and 
Barlow (1986). Yarmouth Plain deposits, unit Qny, were split out from the older Barnstable Plain as a new unit 
that heads, in part, north of the Sandwich moraine. The contact of the Dennis-Scargo Hill deposits was revised on 
the basis of surface contours drawn with new LIDAR topographic details. The stages and correlated deposits of 
glacial Lake Cape Cod were subdivided on consideration of the regional glacioisostatic depression (Stone and 
others, 2015), isostatic tilt of deltas of glacial Lake Taunton and local lakes, and close attention to evidence of 
deltaic topset and foreset strata in deltaic deposits of the different stages.  
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Figure 8. Quaternary geologic map of Cape Cod.  Blue arrows (from west to east) Bournedale-Manomet, Nobscussett and 
Town Cove stage spillways for Glacial Lake Cape Cod. 
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GLACIAL MAP UNIT DESCRIPTIONS
Qnf-- Falmouth Heights Deposits (GLN)–ice-marginal 
deltaic deposit, topset plain slopes easterly from 15.2 to 
12.2 m pebble-cobble sand and gravel previously exposed in 
south bluff; unit extends offshore and overlies till and 
bedrock; gravel clasts dominantly granite, containing 
Squantum tillite pebble; unit may be as much as 90 m thick; 
(previously unit Qfo, Falmouth outwash of Mather and 
others, 1940, part of unit Qdi, Nantucket Sound ice-contact 
deposits of Oldale and Barlow, 1986).  
Qngn-- Great Neck Deposits (GLN)–two ice-marginal deltaic 
deposits with plains sloping southwesterly from 16-19 m to 
3 m at eroded extent; surface collapsed and eroded;  surface 
pebble-cobble-boulder gravel and  sand overlies foreset 
sand; unit extends offshore and overlies till and bedrock; 
gravel clasts dominantly granite; unit may be as much as 
125m thick; (previously part of unit Qk, kame deposits of 
Oldale, 1975a, and unit Qdi, Nantucket Sound ice-contact 
deposits of Oldale and Barlow, 1986).  
Qnsh-- Osterville-Sunset Hill (GLN)–five correlated ice-
marginal deltaic deposits with plains sloping southerly from 
as much as 18.7 m to 3 m at eroded extent; surface 
collapsed; includes ice channel ridge as high as 25 m at 
Sunset Hill; surface pebble-cobble gravel and sand overlies 
foreset sand; Unit extends offshore and sits on the bottom 
of the basin; gravel clasts dominantly granite; unit may be 
as much as 147 m thick (previously part of unit Qk, kame 
deposits of Oldale, 1974b, 1975a and Qdi, Nantucket Sound 
ice-contact deposits of Oldale and Barlow, 1986). 
Qnm-- Mashpee Pitted Plain Deposits (GLN)–one large ice 
marginal glacial delta that features a glaciofluvial delta 
topset plain grading from a single source apex at 73.4 m to 
eroded strata -3 m beneath Nantucket Sound; surface is 
collapsed in large and small kettles, and is moderately 
eroded by postglacial furrow valleys; numerous drill hole 
data indicate that the fluvial gravel beds overlie fine-to-
coarse sandy beds inferred to be foreset strata, which in 
turn overlie alternating silty clay and fine sandy lake-bottom 
deposits, basal sandy till, and bedrock; local patches of 
glacially modified coastal plain deposits may underlie the 
unit; gravel clast rock types include granite 67 percent, 
quartzite 7 percent, schist 3 percent, basalt 4 percent, 
volcanics 8.5 percent; unit may be as much as 125 m thick 
(unit named by Mather and others, 1940, 1942). 
Qcp-- Crooked Pond Deposits--three merged near-ice-
marginal glaciofluvial fan deposits onlapping the front of the 
Buzzards Bay moraine, unit Qmb; fluvial plains slope 
eastward from source deposits at  16.6 m, 33.0 m, 42.7 m  
to distal eastern extent; surface pebble-cobble gravel 
includes local cobble-boulder gravel; collapsed; overlies 
sand and gravel deposits of unit Qnm; thickness as much as 
6 m; gravel rock types are granite 68 percent, quartzite 9 
percent, schist 7 percent, basalt 3 percent,  volcanics 5 
percent (unit recognized but not differentiated by Mather 
and others, 1942; previously the “very coarse-grained 
Mashpee pitted plain deposits” of Masterson and others, 
1997). 
Qnbo-- Barnstable Plain Deposits (GLN)–one large ice 
marginal glacial delta with glaciofluvial delta topset plain 
grading from 18 m on the east side and a highest source 
apex at 27.4 m to eroded strata -3 m beneath Nantucket 
Sound; surface is collapsed in large and small kettles, and is 
moderately eroded by postglacial alluvial valleys; surface 
sand and pebble-cobble gravel includes some till, clayey silt, 
and boulders in northern part of the delta plain; drill hole 
data indicate that the fluvial gravel beds overlie fine-to-
coarse sandy beds inferred to be foreset strata, which in 

turn overlie sandy and silt-clay lake-bottom deposits, till, 
and bedrock; unit locally overlies units Qngh, Qnsh; local 
patches of glacially modified coastal plain deposits may 
underlie the unit; gravel clast rock types dominantly granite; 
unit may be as much as 152 m thick; (unit named Barnstable 
outwash-plain deposits by Oldale, 1974b).  
Qgh-- Chatham Great Hill Deposits–ice-contact ridge that 
slopes south from 39.9 m to 19 m; surface extensively 
collapsed; surface fluvial pebble-cobble gravel contains 
scattered boulders; unit overlies till and bedrock; unit may 
be as much as 170 m thick; gravel rock types mostly granite; 
(previously unit Qck, Chatham kame deposits, Oldale and 
Koteff, 1970). 
Qnch-- Chatham Deposits (GLN)–multiple small ice-
marginal deltas and ice-channel source deposits; delta 
plains slope from  source areas at 20 m to 13 m  to plains 
which extend to eroded strata -3 m beneath Nantucket 
Sound; surface sand and pebble-cobble gravel contains 
some flowtill and boulders; deposits are highly collapsed; 
bore-hole data indicate that the fluvial gravel beds overlie 
sandy beds inferred to be foreset strata, which in turn 
overlie clay and sand lake-bottom deposits, local patches of 
glacially modified coastal plain deposits may underlie the 
unit; gravel clast rock types are dominantly granite and 
felsic volcanic rocks; unit may be as much as 150 m thick; 
(new unit created from part of the Harwich outwash 
deposits of Oldale, 1969b, 1974a, 1974b, Oldale and Koteff, 
1970; unit includes subsurface units Ql1 and Qow of Oldale, 
1974a; part of Chatham Plain deposits of Woodworth and 
Wigglesworth, 1934).  
Qny-- Yarmouth Plain Deposits (GLN)–one large ice 
marginal glacial delta  containing a delta topset plain 
grading from a broad surface at 18 m (east side) and a 
highest source apex at 27.4 m to eroded strata -3 m beneath 
Nantucket Sound; the surface of the plain is collapsed in 
large and small kettles, and is moderately eroded by 
postglacial alluvial valleys; surface sand and pebble-cobble 
gravel; some till, clayey silt, and boulders in northern part of 
the delta plain; drill hole data indicate that the fluvial 
gravelly beds overlie fine-to-coarse sandy beds inferred to 
be foreset strata, which in turn overlie sandy and silt-clay 
lake-bottom deposits (unit Ql1 of Oldale, 1974a), basal 
sandy till and bedrock; unit locally overlies small deposits of 
unit Qk of Oldale, 1974a; local patches of glacially modified 
coastal plain deposits may underlie the unit; gravel clast 
rock types dominantly granite; unit may be as much as 152 
m thick (new unit created from part of Barnstable outwash-
plain deposits of Oldale, 1974a). 
Qsh—Dennis-Scargo Hill–Ice-hole Deposits– Two ridges of 
meltwater sediment as high as 48 m in the Scargo Hill ridge 
and 36 m in the eastern ridge in Brewster; surfaces are 10-
12 m above Qch plain; surfaces extensively collapsed; 
surface pebble-cobble gravel and sand, some silt, flowtills, 
boulders; unit probably includes subsurface collapsed sand 
and gravel inferred to be foreset strata, which overlie till, 
some thick till, and bedrock; unit may be as much as  148 m 
thick; (part of Falmouth moraine of Chamberlin, 1883, and 
Woodworth, 1899; includes unit Qsm in Harwich 
quadrangle, Oldale 1969b, unit Qk in Dennis quad of Oldale, 
1974a; and unit Qdi of Oldale and Barlow, 1986). 
Qnh-- Harwich Outwash Plain Deposits (GLN) – Two 
merged ice-marginal deltaic deposits, head at 40 m south of 
Scargo Hill and 42.8 at Cliff Pond; the surfaces of the plains 
are collapsed in large and small kettles, and are moderately 
eroded by postglacial furrow valleys; surface pebble-cobble 
gravel and sand, some silt, patches of flowtill, boulders; 
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surface gravel and sand overlies sandy beds inferred to be 
deltaic foreset strata, which overlie 12 m of clayey silt 
underlain by compact till and bedrock; gravel rock types are 
granite 46 percent, felsic volcanic rocks 14 percent, 
quartzite 11 percent; unit may be as much as  170 m thick; 
(unit includes unit Qow of Oldale, 1974a previously mapped 
as parts of separate unit Qk, Oldale, 1969b, 1974a, Oldale 
and Koteff, 1970).   
Qna-- Nauset Heights Deposits–Two ice-contact deltaic 
deposits, slope from   27 m to about 12 m; deposited in local 
lake; unit bordered by ice-contact slopes on east and north 
sides; surface gravelly sand; gravel rock types are mafic rock 
27 percent, granite 18 percent, quartzite 15 percent; unit 
may be as much as 170 m thick; (unit previously Qnh of 
Oldale and others, 1971).   
Qbo-- Buzzards Bay Outwash–ice marginal glaciofluvial 
deposit; plain slopes south from source at 43 m to eroded 
bluff at 3 m; surface cobble-boulder gravel grades to pebble 
gravel; unit overlies unit Qmb; unit may be as much as 20 m 
thick in proximal reach; (unit named by Mather and others, 
1940, 1942). 
Qcb-- Deposits of Bournedale Stage (GLCC)–five ice-
marginal deltas and discontinuous sandy lake bottom 
deposits in Sandwich with delta plains dipping south; plains 
are as high as 28 m and as low as 25 m; all deposits are 
correlated with the early spillway of the Bournedale Stage 
as it lowered from about 30 m to 28 m; surface pebble-
cobble gravel and sand, some silt, patches of flowtill, 
boulders overlies sandy deltaic foreset strata, which overlie 
clayey silt; unit may be as thick as 40 m; (unit includes parts 
of unit Qscm of Mather and others, 1940; and all of Qld1 of 
Oldale and Barlow, 1986).  
Qcn-- Deposits of Nobscussett Stage (GLCC)–Several ice-
marginal deltas with surfaces at 19 to 15 m, and 
discontinuous sandy lake bottom deposits in Barnstable, 
each delta slopes southerly; surface pebble-cobble gravel 
and sand, some silt, patches of flowtill, boulders overlies 
sandy deltaic foreset strata, which overlie clayey silt; the 
spillway at the head of Whites Brook was eroded from 18 m 
to down 12 m; unit may be as thick as 24 m; (previously unit 
Ql of Oldale 1969b, Qld2 of Oldale, 1974a, Oldale and 
Barlow, 1986).  
Qcl-- Lake Bottom Deposits (GLCC, Bournedale-
Nobscussett-Manomet Stages)–unit includes a widespread 
but locally discontinuous surface veneer of clayey-silt 
overlying ice-contact gravelly sand, some gravel, till, 
boulders; ice-contact plains at altitudes 15-18 m; surface is 
collapsed and eroded; silt-clay deposits locally are varved, 
thickness 1 m to 10 m in clay pit; deposits extend offshore; 
deposits may be 90 m thick; ice-contact deposits are 
correlated with local deltaic deposits of Bournedale and 
Nobscussett lake Stages; overlying clayey silt is also 
correlated with Manomet Stage  (unit includes parts of the 
clayey-silt of the Barnstable Series of Shaler, 1898; and parts 
of unit Ql of Mather and others, 1940, 1942; unit  Ql of 
Oldale, 1975b, 1982, unit Ql2 Oldale 1974a; and unit Qlu of 
Oldale and Barlow, 1986).               
Qcw-- Wellfleet Plain Deposits (GLCC, Bournedale Stage)–
Large ice-marginal delta deposit, deeply eroded and 
bounded by northern and southern ice-contact slopes, 
eastern coastal erosional bluff; extending to western distal 
frontal slope;  surface altitudes of the northern glaciofluvial 
plains slope from 47 m to 30 m; surface fluvial sand and 
pebble cobble gravel is exposed above 31 m at Longnook 
Beach bluff; deltaic foreset strata were exposed below 31 m 
at the Highland Center sea cliff (measured section 2 and 3 
of Koteff and others, 1967). Deltaic sandy foreset strata, 
containing thin lenses of clayey silt to fine sand, locally 

grading into massive diamicton, are exposed in lower bluff 
slopes, on Great Island, and in pits near Wellfleet village; 
scattered detrital fossil materials include carbonized wood, 
silicic wood, shells, fish teeth. Deltaic deposits may overlie 
coarse ice-channel deposits in eastern coastal exposures, 
and sand, silt, and clay lake-bottom deposits in the distal 
subsurface to the west. Patches of eroded and transported 
coastal plain sediments may underlie the Wellfleet Plain. 
Unit may be as much as 70 m thick. Older Wellfleet Plain 
Deposits of Oldale (1968) have gravel clast rock types 
dominated by quartzite (26%) and granite (23%), and 
younger Wellfleet Deposits have clasts of granite (46%), 
quartzite (13%), felsic volcanics (18%) (Grabau, 1897, Sayles 
and Knox, 1943; Koteff and others, 1967, Oldale 1968, 1982, 
Oldale and Barlow, 1986). 
Qch-- Highland Plain Deposits (GLCC, Bournedale Stage)-- 
one ice-marginal delta deposit, bounded by an ice contact 
slope on the north and the eastern coastal erosional bluff, 
and onlapping  the ice-contact slope of unit Qcw; surface 
plain slopes from 41.2 m to 29.9 m at its distal, collapsed 
end; surface fluvial sand and gravel beds are exposed in the 
upper part of the coastal bluff at Highland Light (Shaler, 
1898); sandy deltaic foreset strata are exposed as high as 29 
m (section 1 of Koteff and others, 1967) overlain by silt, clay, 
and fine sand; unit includes Highland clay beds that are 
laminated clayey silt as much as 14 m thick exposed in the 
bluff to as high as 24 m; gravel clast rock types are 
dominated by quartzite and granitic rock types. Unit may be 
as much as 60 m thick (Wilson, 1906, Koteff and others, 
1967, Oldale 1982, Oldale and Barlow, 1986).   
Qct-- Truro Plain Deposits (GLCC, Manomet Stage)–one 
large ice-marginal delta, bounded by coastal erosional bluffs 
on two sides; laps onto units Qch and Qcw; surface plain 
slopes from northeastern apex at 23 m to 20 m; surface 
fluvial sand and gravel beds are exposed in the upper parts 
of coastal bluffs; finer grained, sandy deltaic foreset strata, 
containing thin bed sets of silt-fine sand, are exposed locally 
in lower bluff slopes below 15 m altitude; deltaic deposits 
overlie probable sand, silt, and clay lake-bottom deposits in 
the distal subsurface to the west. Areas of glacially modified 
coastal plain sediments may underlie unit; gravel clasts are 
chiefly quartzite and granitic rock types. Unit may be as 
much as 70 m thick; (Grabau, 1897, Sayles and Knox, 1943; 
Koteff and others, 1967, Oldale 1968, 1982, Oldale and 
Barlow, 1986). 
Qce-- Eastham Plain Deposits (GLCC, Town Cove Stage)–
One large ice-marginal delta, bounded by eastern erosional 
bluff; surface plain slopes from 22 m to 10 m; drill hole data 
indicate that the fluvial gravelly beds overlie fine-to-coarse 
sandy beds inferred to be foreset strata, which in turn 
overlie sandy and silt-clay lake-bottom deposits to an 
altitude of -68.6 m; lake deposits extend beneath Cape Cod 
Bay to the west. Areas of coastal plain sediments may 
underlie unit; gravel clast rock types dominated by quartzite 
and granitic felsic volcanic rock (34%). Unit may be as much 
as 70 m thick; (Grabau, 1897, Oldale 1968, 1982, Oldale and 
Barlow, 1986).  
Qmb-- Buzzards Bay Moraine Deposits–large ridge with 
collapsed topography rising northward from 36.5 m to 82.2 
m and lying 22.8-30.5 above the unit Qnm outwash surface; 
surface is chiefly a complex of contiguous compound and 
nested kettles, some kettle rims, short ice-channel ridges, a 
few surface ice-walled lake plains, and a  linear continuous 
colluvial rampart along the front of the moraine; surface 
deposits are thin discontinuous till, large boulders, some 
silt, sand, and gravel deposits; deep excavations and drill 
holes reveal laminated silt and fine sand in lake plains, and 
sets of planar, cross-bedded, and foreset-bedded medium 
sand to pebble gravel strata bordered by collapsed zones, 
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and draped by silty gray diamicton; unit includes separate 
surface till deposits overlying sand and gravel on the lower 
western ice-contact slope;  gravel rock types are 66 percent 
granite, 3 percent diorite and gabbro, 3 percent basalt, 4 
percent volcanics, 3 percent schist, 11 percent quartzite, 8 
percent vein quartz; unit may be as thick as 30 m; (unit 
named by Mather and others, 1942; previously part of the 
Falmouth moraine of Upham, 1879,  Chamberlin, 1883, 
Woodworth, 1897, Shaler, 1898, and Woodworth and 
Wigglesworth, 1934, the “Moraine of Long Island Lobe, 2d 
stage” and “Interlobate Moraine, 1st Stage” of Wilson, 1906; 
kame moraine of Hartshorn and others, 1991; surface unit 
same as Buzzards Bay moraine of Oldale, 1982, Oldale and 
Barlow, 1986).  
Qms--Sandwich Moraine Deposits–large ridge with 
collapsed and lineated topography lowering eastward from 
82.1 m to 5 m , and lying 22.8-30.5 m above the unit frontal 
outwash surfaces; ice-contact surface collapsed down to  20  

m to the north; the surface is a complex of compound and 
nested kettles, separated by surface till deposits in irregular 
forms, some ice-channel ridges, and narrow ice-pushed 
convex-outward ridges and multiple ridges within adjacent 
frontal outwash deposits; surface deposits are mostly sandy 
till and boulders; subsurface materials mostly sand and 
gravel; abundant very fine sand, silt, and clay;  compact, silty 
sand till, 1-4 m thick overlies deformed sand and 
autochthonous gravel and sand of unit Qnm in East 
Sandwich; gravel clast rock types are granite 45 percent, 
diorite and gabbro 3.5 percent, basalt 9.5 percent, volcanics 
13.5 percent, schist 5 percent, slate 4 percent, quartzite 7.5 
percent, vein quartz 7 percent; unit may be as thick as 30 m; 
(named by Mather and others, 1940; previously part of the 
Falmouth moraine of Upham, 1879, Chamberlin, 1883, 
Shaler, 1898, Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934; the 
Cape Cod moraine of Woodworth, 1899, “Moraine of 
Nantucket Lobe, 2d Stage” of Wilson, 1906).    

Surficial Geology: Form, Content, Process 

Bounding geomorphic surfaces that are used to define glacial geologic map units on Cape Cod are related to the 
physical characteristics of the underlying shallow sediments and to the processes that emplaced the sediments in 
glacial environments and that have eroded them subsequently (Grabau, 1897, Woodworth, 1899, 1905; Mather 
and others, 1942, Oldale, 1982, Goldthwait and Matsch, 1989, Koteff and Pessl, 1981, Stone and others, 2004, and 
many others). On Cape Cod, recognition of the distinctive geomorphic features of glaciodeltaic meltwater deposits 
is critical to detailed mapping. From proximal to distal locations (fig.9), these well-known features are: 1) esker, 
2) ice-channel filling, 3) steep ice-contact slope, 4) the extensive, gently sloping glaciofluvial depositional plain, 5)
kettles, 6) delta foreslope, 7) steep, bordering, erosional slopes.

Geologic maps of the upper Cape contain examples of glaciodeltaic map units of the same size and shape as glacial 
deltas across the northeast region of the U.S. For example, the Scorton Neck deltas of glacial Lake Cape Cod, 
Bournedale stage in Sandwich (previously Scorton moraine of Mather and others, 1942), have delta plains at 15-
18 m, high ice-contact slopes that face Cape Cod Bay, ice-contact slopes on east and west boundaries, and delta 
foreslopes that face toward the narrow ice-marginal lake basin dammed by the Sandwich moraine to the south. 
In the south coastal area, small ice-marginal deltas of glacial Lake Nantucket Sound in units Qnf, Qngn, Qnsh 
extend above the surrounding Mashpee and Barnstable plains, indicating recessional ice margin positions that 
predate these plains and the moraines of the upper Cape. The footprint of each of these units on the bottom of 
the basin can be approximated by extending the ice contact slopes downward at the 35o-40o angle of repose (see 
section A-A’ of Oldale (1974b) fig. 3B this report). The distribution of sedimentary facies in these typical 
glaciodeltaic deposits is shown in fig. 9. New to this diagram is the concept of trapezoidal shaped domains of 
various facies, with their bounding slopes controlled by sedimentation and collapse processes in angle of repose. 
The positions of a collapsed ice-channel domain, and a basal lacustrine fan domain are suggested. Thus, for the 
thousands of such deposits in the eastern U.S., each is a record of deltaic sedimentation within the correlated lake 
basin, the lake surface altitude, the stage and name of the correlated glacial lake unit, and the position of the 
stagnant ice margin during deposition (relative locations shown by map line symbols). The advent of uniform 
LIDAR coverage now permits exploration of topographic details related to surface materials, continuity and extent 
of mappable surfaces and slopes, sedimentary fabrics, and unit cross-cutting relationships. These examples of the 
utility of glacial meltwater allostratigraphic units show how these mappable physical units provide definitive 
elements of the stratigraphic framework, which also is summarized in time-distance plots of the advancing and 
retreating ice margins.  Suggested here is that the Quaternary framework requires such units, which can be 
thought of as an extended group of “allo” units within the lithostratigraphic system (compare Lineback, 1979; B.D. 
Stone and others, 2002; J.R. Stone and others, 2005; J.R. Stone and others, 2018).  
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The large glaciodeltaic deposits on Cape Cod (see example in fig. 10) present a challenge to the normal layout of 
the stratigraphic framework. Because of their large size, these deltas were recognized originally as stand-alone 
map units (Grabau, 1897; Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934 (Plate 1 dated 1916); Mather and others, 1940; 
Koteff and others, 1967; Oldale, 1968, 1974b; Oldale and Barlow, 1986). The current viewpoint (fig. 8) supports 

Figure 9.  Sedimentary facies and their domains in conceptual glaciodeltaic morphosequences. Terminology and 
relative positions of facies domains based on field studies in Gilbert (1885, 1890), Woodworth (1899), Koteff and 
Pessl (1981), B.D. Stone and others (2002), B.D. Stone and others (2004), J.R. Stone and others (2005), B.D. Stone 
and others (2017). 
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this concept of a series of large, stand-alone map units containing sediment deposited in the same lake. Fence 
diagram sections drawn through drill-hole data and structure-contoured facies surfaces beneath these units (fig. 
11) indicate their subsurface sedimentary domains appear to be larger extensions of the domains in typically
smaller deltas. But, sections also reveal that the surface plains of large glacial deltas conceal smaller ice marginal
features that provide details of ice margin recession in the time interval preceding progradation of the large deltas
(also fig. 3B, 3C). The Mashpee pitted plain delta, for example, overlies two ice-marginal deposits, units Qnf and
Qngn, correlated with earliest ice margins of the Cape Cod Bay ice lobe on the upper Cape. The correlated ice
positions are not well known, but these are the only evidence of stagnation-zone ice retreat from north of
Martha’s Vineyard to the Sandwich moraine, a zone that experienced rapid ice retreat in the very earliest stage
of global ice sheet recession.  Note the limited extent of the smaller ice-marginal deposits (also fig. 8, and Oldale
and Barlow, 1986), and the expanse of onlapping, aggradational lake-bottom sediments within the upward-
coarsening deltaic section beneath the plain.  These sections do not support an alternative concept of a separate,
extensive ice-contact sediment dam and a separate (higher) glacial lake of Uchupi and Mulligan (2006) in this area
of the Mashpee pitted plain.

Figure 10. Block diagram showing simplified surface features and subsurface sedimentary facies of the Mashpee 
pitted plain, the largest glaciodeltaic morphosequence in glacial Lake Nantucket Sound. (from J.R. Stone and 
others, 2018). 
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Similar detailed analysis has now been expanded to large recessional moraines of the Cape (fig. 8). The size, 
variety, and detailed complexity of these moraines are comparable to the features of terminal and recessional 
moraines on Nantucket, Martha’s Vineyard, Block Island, Rhode Island, Long Island, New York, New Jersey, Eastern 
Pennsylvania. The classification of moraine units continues to be based on their common shape as laterally 
extensive constructional ridges formed parallel to the correlated ice-margin, and their inclusion of till deposits as 
structural members within each landform. Detailed geomorphic features, revealed by LIDAR data, provide new 
evidence for the nature of stagnant ice, an active ice margin, and recessional events recorded by moraine units. 
Structure contours on underlying deposits or bedrock, and subsurface evidence of sedimentary facies and 
deformation features within moraine units now constrain models of moraine depositional processes.  

For example, the Buzzards Bay moraine (fig. 12) contains contiguous, compound and nested, complex kettle 
depressions separated by diamict and sorted sediment rims, a linear continuous colluvial rampart (Kaye, 1960) 
along the front of the moraine, a few surface ice-walled lake plains (Mather and others, 1942), and thick sand 
deposits within the moraine, draped by thin till and boulders at the top (Stop 17).  These features point toward a 
model of ice-pushed large ice blocks and disaggregated deltaic materials on top of the edge of the Mashpee pitted 
plain. Few deep exposures reveal collapse deformation of sand and diamict sediments, draped silty diamicton that 
thickens over down-dropped sediment blocks. Absence of a continuous, thick till sheet at the top, and no evidence 
of horizontal thrusting or folding of sediments seem to support an ice-push mechanism of moving coherent, dirty 
ice blocks within a non-cohesive and saturated matrix of coarse sediments in a mass of moraine materials 22.8-

Figure 11. Section C-C’ is a 
revised north-south section of 
the Mashpee pitted plain of 
Masterson and others (1997). 
Section J-J’ is a revised west-east 
section at the south end of the 
Mashpee plain, intersecting C-C’. 
Colors of sedimentary facies 
generalized, as in fig. 10. 
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30.5 m (75-100 ft) thick. The glacier front pushed the materials 3-4 km up a low slope to where the front edge of 
the mass formed a smooth, slightly lobate border of ice blocks, rim sediments, and ice-contact sediments, overlain 
discordantly by a uniform collateral rampart and local gravel fans laid down by escaping meltwater (unit Qcp). The 
thin cover of dirty ice at the proximal top of the ridge produced thin flow-till sheets and tumbled large surface 
boulders. Residual exposed ice blocks shed sorted and diamict materials in merged rims, which determined the 
extent and depths of adjacent shallow ice-walled lakes and ponds at the moraine surface. 

The Sandwich moraine (fig. 13) contains surface till deposits in large irregular forms, contiguous, compound and 
nested-complex kettle depressions separated by diamict and sorted sediment rims, and some ice-channel 

Figure 12. DEM showing landforms within the Buzzards Bay Moraine and adjacent Mashpee Plain. 
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deposits. Kettle depressions are locally elongate, parallel to the trend of the moraine. Convex- and concave-
outward curved ridges and narrow depressions discordantly cut across the kettle and irregular constructional 
forms locally.  Some of these presumed ice-pushed ridges form a wide series of low amplitude (<2 m) ridges in the 
upper outwash sediments in front of the moraine (fig. 13).  

Few deep exposures and drill-hole data show sheared and folded sand and till sediments, commonly capped by 
compact sandy till at the top. These features seem to support ice-override and thrust mechanisms that dragged 
coherent, elongate ice blocks within a stiff and saturated matrix of coarse sediments.  The active ice thrust stacks 
of ice-loaded sand, silt, and till strata in a mass of moraine materials as much as 30.5 m (100 ft) thick (fig. 14). 
The edge of active ice advanced 5-8 km up the collapsed ice-marginal slopes of the outwash plains, units Qnm, 
Qnbo, Qny, to where it continued to shear and transport moraine sediments, boulders, and capping till.  
Meltwater streams from residual surface ice blocks and from the glacier margin carved wide stream channels 
through several low notches in the moraine ridge. 

Figure 13. DEM showing landforms within the Sandwich Moraine and adjacent Mashpee Plain. 
Blue arrows mark meltwater channels. Altitude color intervals as in figure 12. 
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The apparent ice-pushed, thrusted sediment processes for Billingsgate deposits in Cape Cod Bay (see discussion 
below) may be based on internal stratigraphy that enhances pore-water pressure effects in development of 
multiple thrust sheets in front of the till margin as shown in figure 14.  This conceptual model of ice-push moraine 
stratigraphy and structural order in outwash materials and Cape Cod moraines is modified from Oldale and O’Hara 
(1984); also reproduced in Oldale (1992).  

Diagrams 1-6a show development of an ice-thrust moraine based on glacial readvances in variable settings in the 
Cape Cod region. Steps 1 and 2 represent the deposition of outwash plains (b, c) beyond a stagnant ice front (a), 
shown as downwasting by the vertical arrows. Steps 3 and 4 depict the formation of the thrust moraine by the 
advancing ice front, shown by the horizontal arrows. The thrust moraine is formed as the advancing ice thickens 
and adds its cryostatic load to the compacting sediments beneath, which shear along fine-grained thrust-fault 
zones of high water pressure (dashed line symbols added here). New thrust sheets form at the base of the moraine 
and extend to the front. Step 5 shows the advancing ice front overriding the thrust moraine and depositing a thin 
veneer of till at the surface. The final step 6 represents the end moraine following ice retreat. 

Diagrams 3a-6a show development 
of two similar ice-pushed moraines 
based on glacial readvance over a 
stagnant-ice zone at the head of 
the outwash deposits, following 
steps 1 and 2. Step 3a represents 
readvance of the ice margin over 
loose ice-contact outwash deposits 
and related large stagnant ice 
blocks. The advancing ice uses ice 
blocks to erode and move large 
masses of sand and gravel, aided by 
strong flows of subglacial 
meltwater that entrains the 
materials and delivers it to 
aggrading fountains and fans at the 
front. The annual freeze-thaw cycle 
may help to increase sediment 
movement each spring.  Ice blocks 
and layered outwash may develop 
thrust faults at the base of the 
moraine. Diagram 4a depicts 
cessation of ice flow, deposition of 
surface boulders and flowtills on 
top of the moraine as it collapsed 
over melting buried ice blocks. 
Diagram 5a represents possible 
continued ice readvance conditions 
after stage 4a, similar to step 5. 
Continued ice movement may 
orient long axes of elongate ice 

blocks parallel to the moraine front and may cause additional thrust faulting at the base of the moraine. Ice-
pushed ridges may be formed in outwash beyond the front of the moraine (fig. 13).  

Figure 14. Conceptual model of 
ice-thrust moraine construction. 
Diagrams 1-6 are from Oldale and 
O’Hara (1984); Oldale (1992). 
Diagrams 3a-6a added here, show 
alternative models that include ice 
blocks and non-cohesive matrix. 
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Kettles 

Large and small kettles deform the surfaces of all glacial map units on the Cape. The largest kettles are 1.5-1.9 km 
in length, bordered by steep colluvial slopes, as high as 16 m, down to modern pond surfaces. Maximum depths 
of ponds are as great as 21 m, in Mashpee Pond, and 25 m, in Cliff Pond, Brewster. Postglacial sediments that 
underlie the bottoms of kettle ponds are known to vary in thickness from 2.8 m - 7.9 m; the thickest is 7.9 m 
reported at Great Pond in Wellfleet (Portnoy and others, 2001). Huge ice blocks that melted from these 
depressions probably were derived from an emergent stagnant ice cliff at the calving line of the ice sheet that 
occupied the basin during deglaciation.  Much of this thick, buoyant ice remained on the bottom of the basin 
during early glacial delta sedimentation in the proximal sand and gravel delta domain where large sedimentation 
rates quickly buried the lower edges of ice blocks before delta progradation trapped them in the sediment pile. 
Melting of buried or emergent ice produced an ice-melt stope (room) in the lower parts of the delta pile, resulting 
in vertical sediment failure in the overlying plug, downward collapse, generation of an initial kettle, widened and 
shaped by subsequent slope processes (see fig. 10, 11). In some cases, a simple calculation of 2 x kettle depth, 
based on the assumption of basal ice burial, can constrain an estimate of the depth to the bottom of the delta’s 
depositional basin below the original outwash surface (fig. 15). These depths can be used to constrain or confirm 
depth to bedrock where underlying till deposits are thin. See examples reviewed at Stops 5 and 20.  In many cases, 
such an estimate is far too small to be useful. However, if combined with independent seismic determination of 
depth to bedrock, the kettle sounding depth could offer some information on the existence or thickness of older 
sediments below the bounding basal till and above the buried bedrock surface. Older sediments may include 
coastal plain strata or older glacial strata.  

Other smaller kettles do not have a deep 
depression or colluvial slope (fig. 15). These 
kettles must involve thinner, smaller ice 
blocks that were trapped on the bottom of the 
basin by the weight of dirty ice, sandy lake-
bottom aggradation, or were eroded by 
underflows prior to burial in distal lake 
environments. Melting of ice produced a thin 
stope at the base of overlying fine deposits. 
Sediment failure and vertical offset migrated 
to the top where kettles with 3-10 m of 
depression formed with gentle sides. Many of 
these kettles can be used to infer thick fine-
grained sedimentary environments where 
original ice was thin (fig. 10, 11).   

Figure 15. Kettle formation model: dk–depth of kettle, tice–thickness of ice, tsed–thickness of sediment
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Glacial Geologic Units Offshore of Cape Cod 

The understanding of glacial geology in the Cape Cod area is enhanced by knowledge of adjacent areas that are 
below sea level today. During the Laurentide glacial maximum and much of the early deglaciation of southern 
New England, global sea level was below 125 m and glacial lakes occupied basins uncovered as the ice retreated. 
Much of our deglacial record lies below today’s sea level, and to understand the entire record we must map the 
geology offshore.  Examination and integrated interpretation of all existing high-resolution seismic reflection 
profiles has enabled us to extend the on-land map units into the offshore areas. In some cases, geologic units are 
present offshore only and do not occur in the terrestrial record. 

Figure 16 shows the location of ship 
tracklines of seismic-reflection 
profiles used to map in the offshore 
areas. These profiles were collected 
and formerly interpreted by a number 
of different workers between 1972 
and 2015—Willett, 1972; Oldale and 
Bick, 1987; O’Hara and Oldale, 1987; 
Oldale and O’Hara, 1990; Foster and 
Poppe, 2003; Uchupi, 2004; 
Barnhardt and others, 2010; Andrews 
and others, 2010; Borrelli and others, 
2017.  

The distribution of offshore glacial 
map units is shown in figures 17 and 
21. Because of the third-dimensional
nature of seismic reflection, we are
able to map units that are buried by
other units in the subsurface. In some
places, there are as many as 6
stratigraphic units in superposition—
a challenge for showing on a geologic
map—hence we are using 2 separate
map figures to show all of them. Cross
sections (fig. 18) also illustrate the
stratigraphic relationship of the map
units shown on figures 17 and 21
maps.

The first map (fig. 17) shows the 
lower, mostly ice-marginal deposits in 
part of Nantucket Sound, Cape Cod 

Bay, and the southern part of Massachusetts Bay. These deposits overlie the bedrock surface in some places, and 
in other places they overlie or surround glacially modified Cretaceous-Tertiary coastal plain remnant hills. In 
Nantucket Sound, glaciated coastal plain surfaces lie at relatively high altitudes, and seismic-reflection surveys did 
not penetrate the substrate as well as in other areas. The basin is everywhere underlain by coastal plain strata 
that has been scoured by glaciers and exhibits deep, north sloping valleys. Interfluves between the valleys lie 
generally at depths of -20 to -30 m (O’Hara and Oldale, 1987). Fine-grained glacial lake sediments fill the deep 

Figure 16. Ship tracklines along which seismic profiles were collected. 
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valleys especially in the western part of the Sound. In the eastern part, glacial lake sediments are more widespread 
covering the interfluves as well as filling the valleys and consist of coarse-grained as well as fine-grained materials. 

In southern Cape Cod Bay, predominantly coarse-grained deposits (lcb) laid down in front of the CCB ice lobe in 
Glacial Lake Cape Cod are deformed and faulted into a series of thrust sheets that can be clearly seen on high-
resolution seismic reflection lines like the one shown below (fig. 19). Part of these deposits was called the 
Billingsgate moraine (Oldale, 1988). The margin of the CCB ice lobe may have fluctuated/readvanced numerous 
times as it retreated in glacial Lake Cape Cod. A lower-lying deformed lacustrine unit (unit lcd, fig. 17) exhibits 
more fine-grained lacustrine beds than the Billingsgate deposit, and also has been locally thrusted. 

Figure 17. Lower glacial geologic units in the offshore surrounding Cape Cod.  Units include ice-marginal 
lacustrine fans, deltas and glaciolacustrine deposits in Nantucket Sound, Cape Cod Bay and western Gulf of 
Maine. 
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After units lcb and lcd were laid down in glacial Lake Cape Cod (GLCC) in front of the CCB ice lobe, Wellfleet, 
Highland, and Truro Plain deltaic deposits (largely on land on the lower Cape) were building into the lake from 
the east and were sourced from the margin of the SC Lobe ice that filled the Gulf of Maine lingering much longer 
than the Cape Cod Bay lobe. Deltaic foreset beds and lake-bottom sediments (units lcw and lcl, fig. 17) 
associated with these deltas are present locally overlying Billingsgate deposits in Cape Cod Bay. The deltaic  

Figure 18. Cross sections A-A’ and B-B’. See figure 17 for locations of section lines. lcw-lower foresets of Wellfleet 
deltaic deposits; gu-undifferentiated glacial deposits. Vertical scale greatly exaggerated. 

Figure 19. Part of seismic profile R/V Asterias 1973 Line 10 AB. 
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deposits record lowering of glacial Lake Cape Cod as the Cape Cod Canal (CCC) spillway was incised (see earlier 
discussion). The final stage of GLCC is recorded by the Eastham Plain deposits, which are thick fluvial topset beds 
overlying foreset beds at about sea level. This lowest level of glacial Lake Cape Cod was most likely controlled at 
the Canal spillway at its lowest level of about 8-9 m. 

When the interlobate angle between the CCB and SC lobes retreated northward and eastward from the Truro 
delta position, lake waters lowered considerably (to about -20 m) controlled by lowering pathways across 
Nantucket Shoals and eventually South Channel itself, 180 km to the SSE. This lower glacial lake is here called 
Glacial Lake Stellwagen (GLS). The level of this lake lowered during the time of its existence from a high of ~ -20 
m to a low of ~ -50 m. Early ice-marginal deltas (lsd) were built into GLS on the west side of Cape Cod Bay and 
successive ice-marginal lacustrine fans (lsf) were constructed at the grounding line of the retreating CCB lobe in 
the deeper central part of the lake basin. Extensive deltaic (or lacustrine fan) deposits (unit lsd, fig. 17) that 
compose the core of Stellwagen Bank were constructed in the lake at the SC lobe margin. An extensive body of 
lake-bottom silt and clay (unit lsb, fig. 17) blankets the surface of slightly earlier lacustrine fans in the central lake 
basin; and an extensive meteoric delta (md) built from sediment sources to the south (perhaps partially derived 
from landslide/debris flow processes) overlies and interfingers with the lacustrine sediments in the central basin. 
Foreset bedding can be seen in many places as on seismic line 11 (fig. 20). These relationships can also be seen on 
section A-A’ (fig. 18).  

Glacial Lake Stellwagen initially covered the area now called Race Point channel between Provincetown and 
Stellwagen Bank and extended southward to its spillway at South Channel. Deltaic and lacustrine deposits to the 
east of Wellfleet, Truro, and Eastham Plains are banked against those deposits at lower altitudes (see cross section 
B-B’ figure 18). As the lake lowered, Race Point channel area may have become exposed and served as a local
spillway.

The map in figure 21 shows younger units overlying the older units in the same area as the map in figure 17. These 
include the meteoric delta (md) and its fluvial feeder channels (unit mdf) built from a southerly source into glacial 
Lake Stellwagen and described above, an erosional fluvial channel system (unit ch) cutting the drained glacial lake 
bed that exits through Race Point channel, and a body of relatively thin glaciomarine mud (gm) that appears to be 
partially eroded away in the vicinity of Race Point Channel. Also shown on this map are relict marine spits on the 

Figure 20. Part of seismic-profile along R/V Asterias 1973 Line 11. 
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south end of Stellwagen Bank at approximately -25 m and -45 m that were most likely constructed in the high-
stand and low-stand glaciomarine sea in this vicinity. 

As glacial Lake Stellwagen drained completely, a fluvial channel system developed on the drained lake bed cut by 
waters derived from streams draining eastward from the western shore area. The thalwegs of these filled channels 
slope from about -20 m in their upper reaches to -75 m in the trunk channel that exits the basin at Race Point 
channel. The higher lying parts of the channel system cut deposits of GLCC and GLS, then in lower parts the 
channels cut across the GLS meteoric delta and exit through the Race Point channel area at -75 m. Seismic profile 
Line 1A (fig. 22) shows an example of one of these channels. 

Figure 21. Upper glacial geologic units in the offshore area surrounding Cape Cod. 
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The -75-m depth to which this 
channel system was cut is evidence 
that the substrate material is a 
drained glacial lake bed and not 
glaciomarine sediment cut during 
the low-stand of sea level as others 
have described (Oldale and O’Hara, 
1990; Barnhardt and others 2010; 
Andrews and others, 2010). The 
glaciomarine low stand caused by 
glacioisotatic uplift was at about 
-40 to -50 m in this area. Hence, the 
greater depth of incision to -75 m
must have occurred earlier (on a
drained glacial lakebed) when
eustatic sea level was still low and
the glaciomarine transgression had
not yet begun in Cape Cod Bay.

A body of fine-grained, laminated 
sediment averaging 10-12 m in 

thickness (unit gm, fig. 21) lies on top of channel-fill sediments and the GLS meteoric delta (see cross-sections fig. 
18) in central and northern Cape Cod Bay. It is the sediment at the bathymetric surface in most of that area (see
seismic lines 10AB and 11, figs. 19 and 20). This material was formerly interpreted as part of Holocene marine
mud deposits, lying above the modern marine transgressive unconformity by Oldale and O’Hara (1990) and more
recently by Andrews and others (2010). We believe this material to be glaciomarine mud (rather than modern)
for the following reasons:

1) The deposit has an unusual geometry sloping from south to north, thinning and pinching out in the
deeper water of northern Cape Cod Bay. The deposit surface is at -30 m in the south and at -60 m in the
north.

2) The deposit is truncated along the northeastern boundary (see section A-A’) and appears to be entirely
eroded away in the vicinity of Race Point channel.

3) No biogenic gas in this deposit is seen on the many seismic lines that cross it, however in higher lying
areas it is overlain by marine sediments that do contain gas.

Our interpretation is that this body of sediment is marine mud that settled out in an arm of the glaciomarine sea 
that extended into Cape Cod Bay via what is now Race Point channel. It may have been separated from the deeper 
glaciomarine sea in Massachusetts Bay and the Boston area to the north by the high-lying lacustrine fan deposits 
and remnant coastal plain hills in the southern part of Massachusetts Bay. 

We have mapped glaciomarine spit deposits (unit gs, fig. 21) on the south end of Stellwagen Bank as well as on 
the north and west sides of the area that would have contained the high-stand glaciomarine sea. The ones 
extending southwestward from the end of Stellwagen Bank are of the most interest because they give us insight 
about the limit of the glaciomarine sea in this area, which is 40 km SSE of Boston (where the glaciomarine limit is 
at 0-9 m altitude). The higher and larger spit has a surface at -25 to -26 m and is about 30 m thick; the lower spit 
has a surface altitude of -42 to -43 m and is as much as 20 m thick. The -25-m spit has steep foreset beds dipping 

Figure 22. Part of seismic profile R/V Asterias 1974 Line 1A showing shallow 
filled channel cutting glacial Lake Stellwagen sediments. 
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to the SW. In the -42-m spit, foreset bedding dips to the south. Figure 23 shows a seismic profile that crosses the 
lower spit in an E-W direction parallel to the strike of bedding. 

It is likely that the higher spit was constructed as north-north-easterly winds coming off the ice to the north 
generated waves in the glaciomarine sea that eroded the Stellwagen Bank lacustrine fan/delta; this spit marks a 
glaciomarine high stand at approximately -26 m—a data point that gives us a slope on the glacioisostatic tilt line 
of 0.6 m/km between here and the southern part of Boston where the marine limit is at 0. 

Stratigraphic relationships visible on seismic lines show that the lower spit was constructed after the higher spit, 
and the -42-m level is consistent with other low-stand glaciomarine features identified in the region (Oldale and 
others, 1983; Oldale and others, 1993; Barnhardt and others, 2009; J.R. Stone and others, 2015). Relative sea level 
fell as glacioisotatic rebound and tilting began, and the low stand of the glaciomarine sea was reached when the 

rate of eustatic sea level rise became equal 
to the rate of glacioisostatic uplift.   

A conceptual relative sea level curve (fig. 
24) generated by combining a curve
representing glacioisostatic depression
(based on reasonable estimates for the
amount of differential depression, time of
rebound initiation, and half-life recovery
rate) with the Barbados sea level curve
(Bard and others 1990). The resulting
curve for relative sea level in this area
indicates a glaciomarine sea level as high
as -26 m prior to the initiation of rebound,
and a low stand (or “slow” stand, Kelley
and others, 2010) at -42 to -47 m from 11

Figure 23. Part of seismic profile R/V Asterias 1979 Line 9 showing spit deposits overlying glaciolacustrine and 
glaciomarine deposits. 

Figure 24. Conceptual relative sea level south end of Stellwagen Bank. 
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-14 cal ka following a brief maximum low of -52 m.

Postglacial Development of the Provincetown Spit and Dune Complex

The Provincetown area is entirely late Holocene in age, composed of eolian dune deposits up to 30 m thick 
overlying a marine spit complex that is in some places up to 60 m thick. The spit complex has developed over the 
last several thousand years as sea level has risen from about -10 m to its present level. Dunes have accumulated 
on top of the spit over that timeframe as well. Figure 25 shows the on land distribution of map units which include 
eolian dune deposits and intervening marsh deposits. These overlie spit deposits, the steep front of which can be 
seen in the LIDAR image. Offshore geologic units that underlie the spit are shown by overlapping patterns.       

Figure 25. Map showing surface geologic units mapped onshore and stacked geologic units offshore indicated by 
patterns. Late Holocene spit deposits are present just beneath the surface in the Province Lands. The steep sides of 
the spit can easily be seen in the lidar base image.  
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Cross section A-A’ (fig. 26) shows the geologic units that underlie the spit complex along R/V Asterias 1973 Line 
20. This profile crosses a section of the western edge of the spit, where a glacially modified coastal plain hill as
much as 90 m thick makes up much of the section beneath the spit. This Cretaceous-Tertiary (K-T) remnant hill
may crop out beneath the spit in some places (off line 20) and may have been the source for Eocene? pollen
identified in the lower part of some cores by Zeigler and others (1965). The K-T hill is overlapped to the south by
Billingsgate deposits of glacial Lake Cape Cod, and to the north by lacustrine deposits of glacial Lake Stellwagen.
The meteoric delta/debris flow built northward into glacial Lake Stellwagen and overlying glaciomarine mud
directly underlie the spit along line 20.

Although internal structure of the spit cannot be seen on the Line 20 seismic profile, it is very likely that it contains 
steep westerly dipping foreset beds as has been seen on a number of seismic profiles that cross relict spit deposits. 
Steep foreset beds dipping southwesterly are well displayed on the Bubble-Gun seismic profile B-B’ of Borrelli and 
others (2014) (fig. 27) which crosses the early Provincetown spit. This feature (the Pilgrim Terrace of Uchupi and 
others, 2005) appears to have been constructed into an approximate -8 to -10-m sea level. 

Figure 27. Seismic reflection profile B-B’ from Borrelli and others, 2014.  See map figure 25 for location of profile line 
which crosses the early Provincetown spit (Pilgrim terrace of Uchupi and others, 2005). 

Figure 26. Interpreted seismic profile along part of R/V Asterias 1973 line 20. See map figure 25 for line of section. 
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Several models have been proposed for construction of 
Provincetown Hook:  

Davis (1896) proposed that the spit began building 
northwest of the glacial headland 4,000 years ago. As 
new spits grew, they tended to curve and fuse at their 
ends, cutting off areas of water. The fulcrum of the spit 
shifted position as the glacial cliffs retreated 
southeastward. The shift caused construction of a new 
tangential spit northward and seaward of the previous 
one (fig. 28). Leatherman (1987) stated that the Davis 
model is based on the following premises: (1) the 
present-day curving dune ridges delineate the 
shoreline at different stages in the development of the 
hook and that the swales between the ridges represent 
areas of salt water that were cut off by the prograding 
sand spits; (2) the hook was built from east to west over 
the length of the Provincetown lowland before it was 
cut by the next spit being formed to its north; (3) the 
length of the hook was established with the formation 
of the first spit; and (4) subsequent spits constructed to 
the north increased only the width of the Provincetown 
Hook.  

Zeigler and others (1965) proposed a 
model based on 11 boreholes drilled 
into the spit and one in the glacial 
headland; several 14C dates were 
obtained. They concluded that the spits 
making up the Province Lands were 
built sequentially, with each one 
building a short distance to the west 
and then hooking abruptly to the south 
(figs. 29, 30). In this model, the width of 
the hook was established early in its 
history and its length increased slowly 
westward with time as a new spit was 
added to the feature. Zeigler and 
others (1965) also proposed that the 
slowing of sea level rise in the last 
2,000 years caused a shift in the mode 
of construction from a pattern of tight 
hooks to deposition along the length of 
Provincetown Hook. In this model, the 
position of dune ridges is not related to 
the locations of the older shorelines. 

Figure 28. Development of the Provincetown Hook 
according to Davis (1896) figure 1. 

Figure 29. Development of the Provincetown Hook from Zeigler and others 
(1965, Fig. 8). 
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Leatherman (1979, 1987) took 41 cores in four swales in the Provincetown Hook to determine the stratigraphy of 
the lows and to test the validity of the Davis vs. Zeigler models. He concluded that the orientation and 
characteristics of the relict fresh-water marshes, the location of similar peat deposits in different swales rather 
than the same one, and the occurrence of marine coarse sand and pebbles 1 m below the surface in what Davis 
considered to be an old swale, give evidence that the Davis model is not valid. The stratigraphy displayed by the 
cores taken in this complex geologic region of constant shifting dunes is more compatible with the model of Zeigler 
and others (1965).  

Uchupi and others (2005) using seismic 
reflection profiles mapped a “delta-like 
unit” just offshore of Pilgrim Lake which 
they called Pilgrim Terrace. The surface of 
this unit slopes from 6 m depth nearshore 
to 12 m depth at its outer edge, and the 
base of the outer slope of the terrace is at 
a depth of 18 m (fig. 31). They proposed 
that this structure represents the oldest 
spit in the Provincetown complex and was 
built by sediments eroded from the 
northeast side of the outer Cape Cod. As 
suggested by Zeigler and others (1965), 
Uchupi and others (2005) postulate that 
construction of the hook began with the 
drowning of Georges Bank. As a result of 
this drowning, the bank no longer 
inhibited waves from the east and 
southeast, and northward littoral drift 
became more pronounced. They suggest 
that most of the bank was drowned by 

8000 years ago; thus, construction of the 
Provincetown spit probably began by then. 

Figure 30. Spit cross section modified from Zeigler and others (1965, figure 6) showing locations of boreholes, 14C 
dates and position of the early spit that was finished being built by about 3700 years ago into a -9.75 m sea level. 

Figure 31. Paleogeographic maps showing the development of the 
Provincetown Hook.  From Uchupi and others (2005) figure 12. 
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They also conclude that construction of Pilgrim Terrace (first stage of spit building) probably was over about 4000 
years ago when sea level was at a depth of 6 m. Up to 1900 years ago, construction of the Provincetown Hook 
consisted of adding a new spit on the terrace’s north side that grew a short distance westward before it curved 
abruptly southward; this process ended 2000 years ago and changed to deposition along the length of the 
structure as sea level rise slowed down. 

In all these models, the spit has prograded westward in stages out over Pleistocene glaciolacustrine and 
glaciomarine deposits and K-T coastal plain remnant hills (see map fig. 25). This modern spit is similar in size, 
morphology, and internal structure to the -26-m relict spit on the south side of Stellwagen Bank discussed 
previously.  

Eolian sand dunes and inter-dune swales containing wetlands make up most of the surface geology of the Province 
Lands. Two main types of dunes are present—massive, transverse dunes which some have thought mark the 
position of former shorelines, and parabolic dunes that are actively moving in present time. Four massive dunes 
ridges were shown by Leatherman (1987). Forman and others (2008) and Forman (2015) sampled sites along the 
eastern end of the massive dune deposits, where buried soils and OSL ages yield a history of eolian sand deposition 
above present sea level at 6 intervals: 3700 BP, 2500, 1800 BP, 960, 430, and <250 BP. The two oldest samples 
came from just west of Pilgrim Lake, indicating the preservation of massive sand at least 7 m thick, on top of early 
(-10-m) spit deposits that must have extended westward beyond this site. Eolian deposition continued as the spit 
was constructed around and over the earlier dune surfaces, with sand sourced from offshore bars similar to 
modern bars.  

A recent study demonstrated that modern parabolic dunes migrate 2-3 m per year (Sagintayev, 2006). Based on 
models from georeferenced aerial photographs, dunes west of Highland Head (STOP 1) migrated 150 to 250 m 
since 1938, with 60% of the movement occurring between 1938 and 1977. Maximum dune migration was 
associated with moderate drought conditions, estimated by Palmer Drought Severity Index values lower than –2. 
Wetlands consistently trailed the dunes. Wetland migration was particularly marked from the 1950s to the 1980s. 
Based on aerial photographs, it was concluded that marked stabilization of Cape Cod dunes occurred in the 1980s 
and 1990s, with renewed movement in the 21st Century.  

Modern beaches continue to be sourced from eroding bluffs cut in glacial deposits. The outer beaches become 
progressively coarser northward from the nodal zone, midway between Ballston and Newcomb Hollow beaches, 
and finer southward (Fisher and Leatherman, 1987; Ockay and Hubert, 1996). Sand from beaches and source 
glaciodeltaic deposits has a mineralogically mature light mineral suite with sub-arkose to quartz-arenite 
composition, which also includes glauconite pellets and marine shell fragments. Heavy minerals in medium sand 
average 42 percent tourmaline, 16 percent staurolite, 14 percent garnet, 13 percent sillimanite, 5 percent 
amphibole, 5 percent andalusite. Modern coastal transport has not enriched the quartz component of the 
medium-sand fraction, as shown by the proportional increase in heavy minerals (increase in hydraulic equivalent 
ratios) for tourmaline, sillimanite, staurolite, garnet, and hornblende north and south along the coast from the 
nodal zone (Ockay and Hubert, 1996).  
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Fieldtrip Stops 
Friday Stops 1-5      Saturday Stops 6-14      Sunday Stops 15-21 

Figure 32. Fieldtrip Stops located on the surficial geologic map. H is hotel. 
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Stop 1. Parking area at end of Highland Head Road, Provincetown (42.061, -70.114). From the parking lot we 
will walk about 1000 feet to the front of an active parabolic dune. 

High Head Road lies just above sea level 
at the base of a high plain at 23 m (76 
ft) altitude; this is the Truro deltaic 
plain the third of the SC lobe 
ice-marginal deltas built into glacial 
lake Cape Cod. 

This 3-km long linear field of parabolic 
dunes was formed by prevailing NW 
winds and are currently active. As can 
be seen on figure 33, the curved crest 
of the highest, westernmost dune as 
marked by 50-60-ft contours on the 
1958 vintage topography, has moved 
to a position about 200 m to the SE as 
shown by the 2011 DEM.  

In 1968, this Stop was at the dune front 
in the position shown by the 1958 
topographic contours. In the 1968 
guidebook, Oldale, Koteff, and 
Hartshorn described the dunes as 
follows: “The dunes are composed of 

fine sand to granules, with some small 
pebbles (just over 4 mm). Heavy mineral 
concentrations and grain-size variations 
emphasize the dune bedding. One of the 
puzzling facts encountered in the 
parabolic dune field is the prevalence of 
nearly horizontal bedding (0-10°) in the 
inner parts of the dune. It is not found 
everywhere but does occur in enough 
places to make it evident that the dunes 
are more complex than they appear to 
be on a map.” 

A recent Master’s thesis study of the 
dunes in Provincetown (Sagintayev, 
2006) concluded that dune migration 
has proceeded at a rate of 1.8 to 3.1 
m/year since 1938. 

Enroute to Stop 2: Return to Route 6 on 
High Head Road. Turn left (south) and 
proceed 0.8 miles and turn left on 
Pilgrim Heights Road and climb up onto 
the surface of the Truro delta plain. 

Figure 33. Upper--Google image of active parabolic dunes along High Head 
Road in Provincetown. Lower- Lidar-derived DEM superimposed with part of 
the USGS topographic map of the North Truro quadrangle (1958, 1972 rev, 
10-ft contours).
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Stop 2. Pilgrim Heights, Pilgrim Heights Road, North Truro (42.055, -70.107). 

We have risen from the Holocene spit and dune 
complex surface up onto the 65-ft (20-m) surface 
of Truro Plain deltaic deposits (fig. 33 lower) built 
into Glacial Lake Cape Cod from an ice-margin 
position of the South Channel lobe to the East. 
Kettles mar the surface of the deltaic plain, and 
an especially picturesque one at this locality is 
called Small’s Swamp, formerly called Holden’s 
Pond (see photo left). In the early 1960s, this 
kettle was cored as part of a study to understand 
the Provincetown spit complex and reported by 
Zeigler and others (1965). They show the core as 
penetrating 26 m of relatively clean glacial sand 
below the floor of the kettle; beneath the glacial 
sand, the borehole penetrated 54 m of “very 
poorly sorted, silty sands containing large 
amounts of mica flakes, carbon fragments, and 
glauconite. The 14C dates of carbon fragments 
from the lower sands at Holden's Pond “…were 
older than 42,000 years.” Zeigler and others 
believed that the lower material was 
autochthonous Tertiary coastal plain 
sediment—a question that is still being argued 
today. 

The swamp in the bottom of the kettle (fig. 33 
lower) marks the level of the water table in this 
area at ~2 ft above sea level. As shown in figure 
34, the crest of the Pamet flow lens (water-table 
mound) lies to the south of us, and at times 
groundwater flows toward the Salt Meadow 
marsh to the north and escapes as a spring at 
the base of the Truro Plain cliff.  As the story 
goes, this was the first place that the Pilgrims 
from the Mayflower found freshwater when 
they landed on Cape Cod in 1620. A trail from 
the parking lot down the slope will take you to 
a stone post that marks the location of the 
Pilgrim Spring. 

Enroute to Stop 3. 
From the Pilgrim Heights parking area, return to 
Route 6. Turn left (south) and continue for 3.8 
miles, then turn left on Longnook Road. Proceed 
1.5 miles along and upslope of one of the so-
called “hollows” or “furrows” to the beach 
parking area at the end of the road (fig. 35). 

Figure 34. Location of flow lenses within the lower Cape Cod 
aquifer system, and model-calculated water table contours, from 
Masterson (2004, fig.1).  
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Many of these intriguing valleys cut the deltaic plains of Cape Cod and they appear to be  graded to below present 
sea level. Some end before reaching the eastern shore face, but some (like this one) end at the sea cliff as hanging 
valleys. As we begin driving up the furrow valley at Route 6, the furrow-bottom altitude is <2 m and a stream is 
present—the headwaters of Little Pamet River. In less than 0.3 mi, the stream-bed is dry because the furrow 
bottom is above the altitude of the modern-day water table (at ~2 m). At the head of the furrow, the valley bottom 
has risen to 17 m. The furrows cut across kettled topography, and in some places large, deep kettles interrupt the 
furrow valley—so they predate the melting of glacial ice blocks, but their water source is not the ice margin itself, 
since many of them do not extend to the ice-marginal head of outwash. Their western downstream extensions 
have been mapped offshore from seismic-reflection profiles, so they must have been cut at a time after glacial 
lake Cape Cod had lowered/drained and when sea level was well below the level it is today. They may have been 
cut at the time when glacial Lake Stellwagen existed in northern Cape Cod Bay and may have provided some of 
the sediment to build the southerly sourced meteoric delta into that lake. Oldale (1992) and Uchupi and Oldale 
(1994) suggested that the furrows were cut by escaping groundwater as glacial lake base levels lowered, and this 
seems to be the most logical conclusion. 

Figure 35. Lidar-derived DEM superimposed with part of the USGS topographic map of the North Truro 
quadrangle (1972 revised ed.; 1958 topographic contours). Altitude color interval as in figure 33. 
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Stop 3. Sea Cliff at Longnook Beach, end of Longnook Road, Truro (42.019, -70.038). 
The sea cliff here truncates the Wellfleet deltaic plain where its top surface is at 49 m (150 ft) elevation (fig. 35).  
In the 1968 FOP Guidebook, Oldale, Koteff, and Hartshorn state the following: “The exposures here have exhibited 
excellent deItaic foresets at least as much as 50 feet, and probably more, above the beach. This is one part of the 
evidence for the existence of a glacial lake in Cape Cod Bay, dammed by ice to the north and east, the mainland 
to the west, and the Sandwich moraine to the south.” 

Today we can still see foreset bedding 
and perhaps much higher in the cliff face 
(fig. 36). Can you see any topset beds 
beneath the eolian sand at the top? 

Identifying foreset bedding and 
distinguishing that from topset bedding 
in the deltas of the lower Cape is not 
always easy. This is due to the N-S trend 
of the eastern sea cliffs, where one sees 
the strike of the beds rather than the dip 
since the foreset bedding dips westerly 
into the cliff face. 

Enroute to Stop 4. From the Longnook Beach parking area, return to Route 6 via Longnook Road. Turn left (south) 
on Route 6 and travel 1.2 miles and turn right on Old Pamet Road. Proceed 0.1 mile and turn left on Truro Center 
Road. We are now crossing the Pamet River valley—a low-lying, salt-marsh filled valley that cuts across the entire 
width of the outer Cape. The Pamet valley is different from the furrow valleys in that it does not slope across its 
length. Water that cut this valley may have been meltwater sourced from the margin of the South Channel ice 
lobe in the Gulf of Maine when lake levels lowered in Cape Cod Bay. After crossing the Pamet River, turn left on 
South Pamet Road and travel east along the Pamet valley for 1.8 miles to the Ballston Beach parking area.  

We will visit a sea cliff exposure either here at Ballston beach or the one at Newcomb Hollow beach farther to the 
south (Stop 4A), depending on time available and condition of exposures at the time (fig. 37). 

Figure 36. Upper—February 2018 
google image of sea cliff just north 
of Longnook Beach parking area. 
Lower—closer photo of topset? and 
foreset bedding. 
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Stop 4. Pamet River, Sea Cliff at Ballston 
Beach, end of South Pamet Road, Truro 
(41.999, -70.021). 

An 850-ft stroll south on the beach along the 
sea cliff brings us to one of the places where 
compact, dense, complex, often-deformed, 
fine-grained, coarse-grained, and diamict 
bodies of sediment protrude from the cliff 
faces (fig. 38). One of the possibilities we 
have considered is that these bodies of 
compact sediment might be clasts of semi-
consolidated Cretaceous or Tertiary 
material that was detached from underlying 
strata by the glacier and incorporated into 
these meltwater deposits. 

Figure 37. Lidar-derived DEM superimposed with part of the USGS topographic map of the North Truro 
and Wellfleet quadrangles (revised 1972). 

Figure 38. Google image of sea cliff at Ballston Beach. Note 
sediment block protruding from upper sea cliff (left side of image). 
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Enroute to Stop 4A. 

Return to Route 6 on South Pamet Road. Turn left (south) and continue for 3.6 miles and turn left on Gull Pond 
Road. Along this road, we are following a furrow valley on the north side. Continue for 1.2 miles to Gull Pond, a 
large kettle that interrupts the Newcomb Hollow furrow. In 0.2 miles, bear left on Gross Hill Road. Continue 0.7 
miles and turn left on Ocean View Drive. Proceed 0.4 mile to Newcomb Hollow Beach parking. 

Stop 4A. Sea cliff at Newcomb Hollow Beach (41.963, -69.996). 

A shorter (200-ft) stroll on the beach south from the parking area, brings us to another occurrence of a dense, 
compact, fine-grained, coarse-grained, and diamict-sediment body contained within the cliff face (fig. 39). 

In 1968, Oldale, Koteff, and Hartshorn describe this section as follows: “The clayey silt is stratigraphically near the 
top of the older Wellfleet plain deposits. The surface of the plain has been collapsed from 50 to 75 feet in this 
area. The cIayey silt, although highly deformed, is texturally representative of the clayey silt found elsewhere in 
the older Wellfleet plain deposits. It varies laterally from a massive, poorly sorted, till-like deposit to well-
laminated clayey silt, silt, and clay. Angular to subrounded pebbles and cobbles are found in both the till-like and 
well-laminated facies. Boulders are scattered throughout the clayey silt. Shell fragments and carbonized wood 
fragments are found in some places. In most places, contacts between the clayey silt and the underlying and 
overlying sand and gravel are sharp. …. at one place in the North Truro quadrangle a layer of wind-polished stones 
occurs at the base of a clayey silt layer and over foreset-bedded sand. Although texturally similar, the clayey silt 
exposed from place to place in the older Wellfleet plain deposits is not considered stratigraphically equivalent. No 
correlation is made between the clayey silt exposed along the back side of the Cape and exposures along Cape 
Cod Bay and Wellfleet Harbor, or with the Highland clay at Highland light.”  

Oldale and Koteff (1970) described the process as “partly buried large ice blocks contributed flowtill and boulders 
to the sand and gravel…clayey silt deposits in the sand and gravel were probably laid down in small ponds formed 
by partial melting of buried ice blocks.” Therefore, deformed sand, and silty clays probably accumulated in flooded 
voids within and around partially melted ice blocks, which then were deformed by shearing of sliding sediment 
mass that was lowering into the enlarging stope void during continued melting; the diamictons probably derived 
from local flowtills within the buried ice, and were peeled off as compact cohesive bodies during down-drop and 

Figure 39. Left-- Oxidized sandy diamict sediment overlying extremely 
dense, hard gray silt diamicton. Right-- Vertical bedding in faulted 
isoclinal fold in semi-consolidated rippled sand. 
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shearing. These collapse-wall strata may contain deformation fabrics related to multiple shearing events as down-
dropping continued. 

Enroute to Stop 5: From the Newcomb Hollow parking area, proceed along Ocean View Drive for 1.5 miles then 
turn right on Cahoon Hollow Road. Proceed 0.9 miles to the Great Pond beach parking area on the right. 

Stop 5. Great Pond Kettle and mini-kettled area along Ocean View Drive, Wellfleet (41.937, -70.001) and  
(41.934, -69.981). 

Here we can view one of the well-known kettle-
hole ponds of Cape Cod, long valued as prime 
swimming holes because of their warm, clear 
waters, sandy bottoms, and lack of big waves 
(photo to left). Great Pond is 540 m in diameter at 
its widest point; the water is as much as 16 m deep 
(fig. 40). A 7.4-m core from this kettle pond 
contained 6.9 m of gyttja with a basal 14C date of 
11,670+100 (uncalibrated); beneath the gyttja was 
non-organic glacial sand (Portnoy and others, 
2001). The surface of the Wellfleet delta plain in 
this vicinity is at 27 m in altitude and the basal sand 
in the core lies at about -21 m in altitude; thus 
there is a total of 48 m of collapse generated by ice-
block melting. The bottom of the ice block left 

behind on the floor of the lake basin 
would have been at -69-m altitude (see 
fig. 15). The bedrock surface in this 
vicinity is at -125-m altitude, therefore 
it is likely that the Wellfleet delta plain 
overlies about 56 m of older 
sediment—either older glacial 
deposits or potentially coastal-plain 
strata. 

After viewing Great Pond, return to 
Ocean View Drive and turn right; drive 
south for 0.8 mile. In the wooded area 
to the right of the road, is a 4-km2 
surface of the Wellfleet plain that is 
covered with “nested” small kettles 
(fig. 40). Park in the White Crest Beach 
parking lot on the west side of the road 
(Stop 5a). We can view some of these 
kettles along trails that lead westerly 
out of the parking area. These small 
kettles are often interfering forms, 
ranging in diameter from 30 m up to as 
much as 200 m, and most are 12-15 m 
deep. 

Figure 40. Lidar-derived DEM superimposed with part of the USGS 
topographic map of the Wellfleet quadrangles (revised 1972) in the vicinity 
of Stops 5 and 5a. Altitude color intervals as in figure 37. 
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Saturday Field Trip Stops 

Stop 6. Province Lands Visitor Center, Provincetown 
(42.074, -70.205).  

The Visitor Center is operated by the National Park 
Service and is open to the public from May until late 
October. The views from the observation deck out over 
Cape Cod Bay, Massachusetts Bay, Race Point Channel, 
and the Gulf of Maine are quite spectacular (photo to 
left). Whales can often be spotted from the deck. We 
will use this vantage point to discuss the geology just 
offshore beneath the sea that has been mapped using 
all available seismic-reflection profile data (see 
previous discussion). We will also discuss the formation 
of the Holocene age Provincetown spit and associated 

eolian dune deposits (see discussion in text). At the Visitor’s Center, we are situated on one of the highest points 
in the Province Lands (25 m altitude)—on top of one of the massive transverse dunes (fig. 41). 

Figure 41. Map showing onshore surface geologic units mapped onshore and stacked geologic units offshore 
indicated by patterns. Late Holocene spit deposits are present just beneath the surface in the Province Lands. The 
steep sides of the spit can easily be seen in the lidar base image.  
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Stop 7. Highland Center, high part of the Wellfleet delta plain at 46-m altitude, Truro (42.034, -70.053). 

At this stop, we are standing on one of 
the highest remaining surfaces of the 
Wellfleet delta plain. The modern sea-
cliff scarp bisects the slope of the plain 
at an oblique angle; thus the higher, 
more proximal delta plain still exists in 
the northern part, and lower, more 
distal parts of the plain are bisected by 
the scarp in the southern area (fig. 42). 
Today the elevation of the topset plain 
slopes from approximately 46 m at the 
northern sea cliff area to about 30 m 
at the delta front—a slope of 3.8 
m/km (20 ft/mi) (0.0038). It would 
seem that at least half of the original 
delta topset plain has been lost to the 
sea. The delta foreset slope is 
significantly gentler, sloping from  30 
m to 20 m in elevation in 6 km--1.66 
m/km (9 ft/mi) (0.0017). 

Using this reconstruction, the 30-m 
(98-ft) delta front should be close to 
the altitude of the topset-foreset 
contact, and we might expect to find 
about 16 m (52 ft) of topset beds in 
the sea cliff in this vicinity. A measured 
section from the sea cliff (Koteff and 
others, 1967) places a contact 
between pebble gravel with many 
cobbles (presumably topset beds) and 
medium to coarse sand with some 
very coarse sand in dipping beds 
(probably foreset beds) at 33 m (108 
ft) in altitude.  

Stop 8. Highland Light Sea Cliff (42.039, -70.060) and contact between the Highland and Truro Plains. 

As in 1968, this Stop will be the longest and most difficult walk of the fieldtrip. We will descend the cliff at Highland 
Light and walk north on the beach for nearly a mile to Coast Guard Beach where we will be met by the buses. The 
section has been well exposed at various times; and the cliff face (fig. 44 upper) has moved landward by 
approximately 50 m since Koteff and others (1967) measured the sections shown below at Highland Light (fig. 43, 
lower), but the same basic stratigraphy is still visible today. 

Figure 42. Lidar-derived DEM showing topography of the Wellfleet delta plain. 
Dashed black lines are reconstructed contours (altitude in meters) on the delta 
plain where non-collapsed and non-eroded planar surfaces remain. Black dots 
are fieldtrip stops. 
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Figure 43. Upper—DEM map showing altitudes of the Wellfleet, Highland, and Truro plains and location of 
section shown below. Blue lines are contacts between Wellfleet, Highland, and Truro Plain deposits. Lower—
Section at Highland Light from Koteff and others (1967). 
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As described by Oldale, Koteff, and Hartshorn 
1968—“The Highland Section exposed here 
consists basically of 30 to 70 feet of pebbly sand, 
overlain by 0 to 40 feet of clay, overlain by 15 to 40 
feet of fine sand. Past interpretations of this 
section correlated these units with the Jameco 
Gravel, Gardners Clay, and Jacob Sand on Long 
Island. Our work, however, indicates that the 
Highland plain deposits represent a wedge of 
sediments laid down in a ponded body of water 
dammed by the Wellfleet plain deposits to the 
south, Cape Cod Bay lobe Ice to the north, and the 
South Channel lobe ice to the east. Surface 
gradient and pebble counts show the South 
Channel lobe as the source. The clay interfingers 
with sand and pinches out at the south end, and 
appears to have been truncated at the north end. 
The clay and overlying sand show the lacustrine 
origin of the unit; however, there is some 
discussion about the origin of the underlying sand. 
If the underlying sand is not lacustrine, there are 
some fundamental problems to resolve.  At the 
north end of the section is a body of poorly sorted 
sand, silt, minor clay, and rounded pebbles, which 
we have called a diamicton. Its origin is unclear, but 
it probably was not laid down directly by ice as till. 
The Truro plain deposits overlie the Highland 
deposits in unconformable contact, and with a little 
luck and a lot of muscle, we may be able to see this 
today.” 

Horizontally layered topset beds in the Highland Plain 
can be seen in the 1898 photo from Shaler (fig. 44 
middle). Sandy topset beds are about 10 m thick. 
Beds appear to be cyclically layered in probable 
storied sets, controlled by the hydraulic geometry of 
open channels flowing down the aggrading outwash 
plain. 

As we walk north along the beach, we see that the 
Highland deposits are collapsed down to the north 
and overlain by Truro plain deposits at the north end 
of the section (fig. 43). Foreset bedding can be seen 
in the lower sea cliff (fig. 44 lower). Three discordant 
sets of sandy deltaic foreset strata are dipping westerly. 

Figure 44. Upper—Photo of sea cliff at Highland Light looking 
west. Middle--Southerly view of cliff face at Highland Light by 
Shaler (1898). Lower—Foreset strata in collapsed Highland 
plain deposits. 
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Stop 9. Town Landing at Wellfleet Harbor, Wellfleet (41.929, -70.030). 

At Wellfleet Harbor we will have lunch and 
discuss some of the coastal features and 
the geology beneath the Harbor as seen on 
seismic reflection profiles collected and 
interpreted by (Borrelli and others, 2017). 
Figure 45 shows the geologic units we have 
mapped in Wellfleet Harbor, using 
predominantly the Bubble-Gun seismic 
reflection profiles (see discussion below). 
These include, in vertical sequence from 
bottom to top, a glacially modified coastal 
plain hill (GMCPH) in the southern part of 
the area, thrusted Billingsgate morainal? 
deposits (lcb) underlying much of the area, 
lower foresets of the Wellfleet delta plain 
(lcw), and lake-bottom sediments of glacial 
Lake Cape Cod (lcl). On Bubble-Gun 
seismic-reflection profile Line 145 (fig. 45), 
the bedrock surface can be seen at about -
100 m altitude (-117 m if we use 1800 
m/sec instead of 1500 m/sec). Ice-thrusted 
Billingsgate deposits overlie the bedrock to 
as high as about -25 m, and lower foreset 
of Wellfleet deltaic deposits overlie the 
Billlingsgate. Modern marine sediment 
caps the section. Although Chirp profiles 
were also collected in Wellfleet Harbor 
(Borrelli and others, 2017; Poppe and 
others, 2005), only the Bubble-Gun profiles 

penetrated deep enough to image the lower 
glacial units of interest. 

EastWest 

Figure 45. Upper—DEM map showing locations of Bubble-Gun 
seismic reflection profiles in Wellfleet Harbor and offshore geologic 
units mapped using these seismic profiles. Altitude color intervals as 
in figure 37. Lower—Bubble-Gun seismic profile Line 145.  
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Seismic reflection profiling is a method of imaging the subsurface (below the seafloor) using pulses of acoustic 
energy (soundwaves) propagated into the sediment. Sound waves reflect off sedimentary layers of different 
acoustic impedance. The bulk density of the sediment determines acoustic impedance. Sound waves reflect back 
to the towed instrument and transmit up the cable to the processing software. The highest contrast in acoustic 
impedance occurs between the seafloor and the adjacent water column and in areas of particularly hard (dense) 
sediment at the seafloor. The sound waves can ‘bounce’ between the seafloor and instrument, producing an echo 
of the seafloor. This echo appears often on the seismic reflection profile at multiple ranges of the water depth 
(i.e. a water depth of 5 m, multiples would occur at 10 meters, 15 meters and so on). These echoes are known as 
‘multiples’.   

Profiles in Wellfleet Harbor were collected using two different seismic systems with different frequencies (fig. 46). 
Actual penetration of a seismic signal and resolution of adjacent layers depends on the frequency and power of 
the seismic system and the nature of the subsurface sediment. High-frequency chirp systems provide high 
resolution; however, they have a more limited penetration below the seafloor. Lower frequency seismic systems 
offer more penetration below the seafloor, but offer less resolution of layers. The Wellfleet study utilized a high-
frequency seismic reflection profiler (EdgeTech, SB-216S Full-Spectrum sub-bottom profiler), known as a ‘Chirp’ 
system (because the frequency is within in the audible range), with a sweep from 2-10 kHz (fig. 46, right). 
Penetration is typically greater in lower density (often finer-grained) sediment; however, the presence of natural 
gas scatters the seismic signal and obscures the geology beneath. Penetration in Wellfleet with the chirp was 
largely limited to less than 10 meters, and in many cases did not penetrate the first layer below the seafloor. 
Additional lines were collected using a Falmouth Scientific HMS-620 Bubble Gun™ single-source seismic reflection 
profiler which uses an electromagnetic acoustic source at a frequency of 70-1700 Hz (fig. 46, left). The frequency 
and resolution of this system is similar to air-gun, boomer or sparker systems in a smaller (and safer!) package, 
with an added advantage of a consistent, repeatable sound pulse. The HMS-620 consists of a source and receiver 
(hydrophone), which were independently towed behind the research vessel. Penetration with the Bubble Gun in 
Wellfleet was >100 m. 

Figure 46. Left – Schematic view of the Falmouth Scientific HMS-620 Bubble Gun™ single-source seismic reflection profiler 
used in this study. Right – Schematic view of the EdgeTech 216S chirp seismic reflection profiler used in this study. Any use 
of trade, firm, or product names is for descriptive purposes only and does not imply endorsement by the U.S. Government.  
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Stop 10. Marconi Station Road. Walk along Wellfleet Plain – Eastham Plain contact (41.910, -69.972). 

The main purpose of this stop is to gain 
access to the sea cliff in order to examine 
the relationship between the Wellfleet 
and Eastham plains at the contact 
between them (fig. 47). Hopefully we will 
be able to scale the cliff and internal 
structure will be visible at the time of our 
fieldtrip. In this area there are many 3-5-
m high bluff-top dunes that sit on top of 
the Plain surfaces. The Wellfleet plain lies 
at 26 m here and the surface of the 
Eastham plain is at 17 m. If we can get 
down to the beach from here, we can see 
that the sea cliff to the north is about 25 
m high and to the south, the sea cliff is 
lower in altitude at about 17 m high. If we 
can see the contact, we will expect to find 
Eastham fluvial topset beds lapping onto 
and perhaps cut into foreset beds of the 
Wellfleet deltaic deposits. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Stop 11. Lower Cape Sand and Gravel pit, Eastham (41.868, -69.982). 

In the Eastham pit, we can examine about 9 m (30 ft) of fluvial pebbly sand beds of the Eastham Plain (fig. 48). 
This deposit is the youngest and lowest-level plain of the lower Cape. Here it has a surface altitude of 17 m (57 ft) 
and the floor of the pit is at about 8 m (27 ft) in altitude. At the eastern edge of the deposit, the surface altitude 
of the plain is at 21 m (fig. 47) and in sea cliff exposures the deposit has been observed to be fluvial throughout 
its entire thickness above sea level. The graphic log of the Eastham corehole (fig. 48 right) shows what lies below 
the land surface adjacent to the gravel pit. The corehole penetrated 55 ft of pebbly sand interpreted to be the 
fluvial topset section, part of which can be seen in the pit exposure. The fluvial beds overlie 65 ft of sand 
interpreted as delta foreset beds and 158 ft of fine-grained lacustrine sediment including 60 ft of varves. Below 
the Eastham delta and lake-bottom sediments (shown in blue on the graphic log) is 200 ft of silt and sand 

Figure 47. Left—photo of contact between Wellfleet 
plain to the left and Eastham plain to the right. Right-
-DEM map showing topography of the Wellfleet and
Eastham plains in the vicinity of Stops 10 and 11.
Altitude color intervals as in figure 37.
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containing lignite clasts and currently of unknown origin. Perhaps it is older 
glacial material, or it could be Tertiary coastal plain sediment. Below the 
sand, the core penetrated 103 ft of bedrock consisting of upper granitic rock 
and lower metagabbro (Leo and others, 1993). Core sections of glacial 
sediment and bedrock will be available for inspection on the fieldtrip. The 
bedrock section of the core was described by Leo and others, 1993. 

We are in the northern part of the Eastham deltaic plain where the surface 
is relatively uncollapsed, but in the southern part there are many collapsed 
areas (fig. 47) and the deposit contains coarser grained materials, including 
numerous boulders and diamict sediments. In that area, the deltaic 
sediment was deposited over blocks of ice left behind from earlier positions 
of the SC ice lobe in the Gulf of Maine. The near-sea-level glacial lake level 
recorded by the Eastham delta topset-foreset contact would seem too low 
to have been controlled by the Canal spillway (pre-canal, at 8-9 m); hence 
earlier workers have postulated that this last stage of glacial Lake Cape Cod 
was through a spillway at Town Cove in Orleans. However, adjusting for 
differential glacioisostatic tilting, the ~0 altitude projects NW to the spillway 
location at ~11 m in altitude. The Canal spillway was likely the control for 
the Eastham delta plain as well as the others on the lower Cape. 

Figure 48. Left – Fluvial 
beds in the Lower Cape 
Sand and Gravel Pit in 
Eastham. 10-ft pole for 
scale.  Right – Graphic 
log of the Eastham 
corehole drilled in 1987 
by the U.S. Geological 
Survey. 
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Stop 12. Coast Guard Beach Peat Deposit, Eastham (41.844, -69.946). 
In the stormy winter of 2013, a peat 
deposit with red oak tree stumps in 
growth position became visible in the cliff 
face at Coast Guard Beach which bisects a 
kettle in the Eastham Plain (fig. 49); 
geologic enthusiasts were fascinated. 
Today we can see, not only the peat 
exposed, but the less-organic material 
beneath it as well. According to Park 
Service personnel, geologists from WHOI 
have sampled the peat and obtained 14C 
dates of ~12 ka but we have not yet found 
any publications containing that 
information.  Below the peat layer, there 
is gyttja and clastic material that contains 
organic fragments that may very well be 
older than 12 ka. Deposits of the Eastham 
Plain were graded to glacial Lake Cape Cod 
about 20 ka; buried ice blocks in the plain 
would have melted out in at least a couple 
of thousand years and organic material 
could have started to accumulate in the 
kettle soon after the ice block melted—so 

14C dates in the range of 18 ka are possible 
here. About 2 m of sandy diamict sediment 
overlies the peat body—presumably 
deposited by eolian and slope wash 
processes. This is an easy-to-access site to 
find datable material below the peat in 
order to obtain the oldest possible 
deglacial ages. 

Figure 49. Upper-- DEM overlain by part of the Orleans topographic map 
(1972 revised edition, 1958 topography). Note 50-m retreat of cliff face 
since 1958. Lower-- photos of peat and gyttja in sea cliff and red oak 
stump embedded in the peat. 
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Stop 13. Doane Rock (also called Enos Rock), Eastham (41.844, -69.957). 

Doane Rock is the largest glacial 
erratic boulder known on Cape 
Cod (photo to left). It is a 
greenish volcanic rock (can 
anyone identify its source?) 
about 45 ft (13.7 m) long by 25 ft 
(7.6 m) wide. It is at about 30 ft 
(9.1 m) from top to bottom, 
standing 18 ft (5.5 m) high above 
ground level, and extending an 
estimated 12 ft (3.7 m) 
underground. Holes dug next to 
the northwest and southeast 
corners of the boulder revealed 
massive eolian sand 3 to 6 ft thick 
underlain by medium to very 
coarse gravelly fluvial sand. Away 
from the rock, bedding in the 
gravelly sand and the contact 
between the sand and eolian 

deposits are nearly horizontal, but within a foot or two of the boulder, the beds dip steeply toward it at 25 to 50 
degrees. The eolian deposits are wedge shaped in cross-section normal to the boulder, and the rock is wind 
polished to at least 5 ft below ground (Oldale and others, 1968). 

If time permits before we must return to the Hotel for the banquet, we will make a stop at the CCNS visitors 
center, Stop 14. 

Stop 14. Cape Cod National Seashore Salt Pond Visitor Center (41.837, -69.972). 

In the visitor center lobby (photo to left), a large 
map shows Cape Cod's glacial history, its position 
in the Gulf of Maine, and the natural forces that 
continue to shape it. There are expansive views of 
Salt Pond and Nauset Marsh. The visitor center 
museum emphasizes the cultural themes 
represented on Cape Cod, including the First 
People--the Wampanoag; European-settlement 
culture-- fishing, life-saving, and lighthouses; and 
communication technology and tourism.  Salt 
Pond Visitor Center is located at 50 Nauset Road, 
at the corner of Nauset Road and Route 6 in 
Eastham. Hours: daily 9 am to 5 pm. Phone: (508) 
255-3421.
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Sunday Field Trip Stops 

Stop 15. Cape Cod Canal Visitor Center (41.773, -70.499). 

On Sunday morning, we will leave the hotel at Eastham and drive in personal cars to the Cape Cod Canal Visitor 
Center in Sandwich—a trip that will take 45 min to an hour. There we will park our cars and board the buses. 

Operated by the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, the Cape Cod Canal Visitor 
Center (photo to left) offers excellent 
insight into the rich history, fascinating 
features, and vigilant operation of the 
Cape Cod Canal. Inside you will discover 
a museum that is fun, fascinating, family 
friendly and free. Interactive exhibits 
offer something for visitors of all ages. 

Open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., daily 
from May 1 - October 27.  
Free Admission. 

Stop 16. Glacial Lake Cape Cod spillway at Canal overview site (41.768, -70.562). 

Siting of the Cape Cod Canal was 
not hard since a low valley already 
existed cutting through the 
morainal area between Sagamore 
and Bournedale (fig. 50). This 
valley had been carved by waters 
spilling from glacial Lake Cape 
Cod. The underfit Monumet River 
flowing out of a large kettle--Great 
Herring Pond--occupied the 
western part of the future canal 
site, and a drainage divide east of 
the village of Bournedale was the 
control point of the lake spillway. 
Morainal deposits in the divide 
area are as high as 150-180 ft (46-
55 m), thus the spillway probably 
began much higher, perhaps as 
high as 150 ft (46 m) in altitude 
before cutting down to its pre-
Canal 25-30-ft (8-9-m) position 
during the life of the glacial lake. 
J.B. Woodworth (Woodworth and 
Wigglesworth 1934, p. 273) 
described the former spillway as 
follows--“The water level of this 
glacial-dammed lake… was 
controlled by the sill of sand in the 

Figure 50. Pre-Canal map. 1894 edition of USGS topographic map of the Sagamore 
quadrangle, 1:62,500 scale, 20-ft contour interval. Blue arrow indicates former 
drainage divide area at 25-30 ft altitude. 
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Manomet fosse at Sagamore, which stood nearly 32 feet above mean low water in Buzzards Bay and more than 
34 feet above mean low water in Barnstable, or Cape Cod Bay, or a little more than 25 feet above mean sea level” 
(Report of the Joint Committee of 1860 upon the proposed canal to unite Barnstable and Buzzards Bays, Public 
Document No. 41, pp. 26, 31. Boston, State Printers, 1864).  

From this vantage point, we have a view of the eroded valley side across the canal which has a steep slope 
descending from 180 ft (55 m) at the top down to about 26 ft (8 m) at the bottom (fig. 51). This erosion records 
the lowering of the Cape Cod Canal spillway. We believe that most of the deltaic deposits built into glacial Lake 
Cape Cod were controlled in altitude by this lowering spillway. This is demonstrated by analysis of altitudes of 
delta deposits, taking into consideration reasonable estimates of the amount and direction of differential glacio-
isostatic depression. 

Figure 20. DEM map in the vicinity of the Cape Cod Canal showing the location of Stop 16. Highest altitude 
areas are the interlobate angle between the Buzzards Bay and Sandwich moraines. 

Figure 51. DEM map in the vicinity of the Cape Cod Canal showing the location of Stop 16. Highest altitude areas are 
the interlobate angle between the Buzzards Bay and Sandwich moraines. 
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Stop 17. Cape Cod Aggregates gravel pit, Falmouth—in Buzzards Bay Moraine deposits (41.607, -70.607). 

The excavation (fig. 52 upper) is cut into 
an ice-contact slope of the local highest 
hill, 63 m, near the front of the moraine 
(fig. 52 lower) and exposes about 8 m of 
section. This hill is at the crest of a ridge 
0.6 km long, which is parallel to the trend 
of the moraine. The ridge is one of 
several in the area with crests above 58 
m. The other ridges are apparent ice-
contact colluvial dams that surround the
flat ice-walled lake (pond) plains.  These
plains are known to contain laminated
fine sand, silt, clay deposits, meters
thick, which also contain reworked
detrital marine microfossils (Mather and
others, 1940). Large complex and nested
kettles form lower ground among the
lake plains and ridges, including the
southern and eastern slopes of this
excavation.

At the top of the hill, large angular 
boulders overlie <1 m gray silty sandy 
diamicton.  The diamicton appears to be 
fairly continuous here, but detailed soils 
maps of the Plymouth-Barnstable 
complex describe the unit as thin and 
discontinuous on the ridges. In fact, the 
diamicton forms the solum of these soils, 
<1 m thick, that overlies sorted and 
stratified sandy sediments (U.S.D.A., 
2010, Official Series Description). 
Contact details and evidence of 
deformation of the underlying sandy 
beds need discovery here.  Based on its 
thin, discontinuous distribution and 
draping/thickening habit on collapsed 
lower surfaces, this diamicton is regarded 
as a flowtill. Its source must have been 
basal till brought upward with huge 
rotating blocks of ice in the ice-margin 
readvance on the edge of the Mashpee 
Plain. 

The excavation has removed about 2 m of 
material at the top of the slope. At the 
base of the excavated interval, about 1 m 
of interbedded silt and medium sand, 

Figure 52. Upper—photo of till overlying sand in Cape Cod Aggregates 
gravel pit in Falmouth. Lower—DEM map of the pit area showing location 
of Stop 17. Altitude color intervals as in figure 51.  
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deformed by soft-sediment-load structures, can be seen. As you walk downslope on the north side of the 
excavation, stratified diamicton and very poorly sorted gravelly silt sand overlie sand. Some of these materials 
appear to be original, however some may be related to the artificial cut slope. 

The lower sand section reveals interlayered fine to coarse sand beds. Stratification appears subhorizontal, but 
strata show west-dipping attitudes in broad collapse or foreset bedding surfaces on the south (left) side of the 
face. Small sized planar and rippled bedforms need some discovery here. Note cobble gravel and pebbly sand beds 
at the top. Collapse high-angle reverse faults are in and bound the down-dropped sediment block on the left. Thin 
diamicton is preserved at the top where only 1-3 m of material have been excavated. No thrusts or till partings 
have been seen in this face. Conceptual model of the Buzzards Bay moraine (fig. 14) includes ice-push translation 
of huge, dirty ice blocks and generation of ice-contact forms during melting. 

The whole hill-side section exposes the upper 25 m of the moraine ridge. Pit excavation down to the water table 
at about 9 m altitude encountered sand. The total section of 53 m must extend down to nearly the top of 
underlying coarse beds of the Mashpee plain, but it appears that the low area is collapsed.  The ridge collapsed 
on this east side where an ice block sat and was the source of materials deposited in the colluvial rampart. Walls 
in the small southern pit have gray diamicton of variable thickness, 1-4 m, draping over sand and gravel. The 
overlying kettle-fill sequence contained gyttja and thin peat at the base, which yielded two radiocarbon ages of 
11,590+60 BP and 11,730+60 BP (Kevin Kincare, U.S. Geological Survey, personal communication). 

Stop 18.  Colluvial rampart of the Buzzards Bay moraine (41.592, -70.609); Falmouth High School, Falmouth. 

From the parking lot near the tennis courts, we will walk on a trail along the edge of shallow kettles in the local 
Crooked Pond (unit Qcp) outwash fan along the front of the Buzzards Bay (unit Qmb) moraine (fig 53). Sand and 

Figure 54. Mode of formation for the 
Charlestown Moraine, from Kaye (1960). 

Figure 53. DEM map in the vicinity of Stop 18. Qmb—Buzzards 
Bay moraine, Qcp—Crooked Pond outwash deposits. Dashed 
line is path. Altitude color intervals as in figure 51. 
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gravel in the fan was derived from meltwater streams that drained from the moraine and that flowed out onto 
the surface of the Mashpee pitted plain. After walking about 200 m, the rampart appears 90 m on the left. The 
rampart crest is 5-7 m above the surface of the outwash. To the south, on the path to Long Pond, the rampart 
crest rises 9-12 m above the outwash surface. The front slope is a slightly curved slope that merges tangentially 
with the outwash surface. The back ice-contact slope generally dips with constant slope down to an abrupt base 
in an elongate or irregular kettle. 

The rampart is remarkably continuous along 24.8 km from Falmouth to the interlobate angle at the north. Locally 
the ridge is broken by collapsed zones, erosional dry valleys, or excavations. The processes that formed such 
colluvial ramparts were envisioned by Kaye (1960) for the Charlestown moraine in Rhode Island (fig 54). 

Stop 19.  A furrow cutting across Mashpee plain deposits: Cranberry bog site, Falmouth (41.589, -70.572). 

Here, as in the lower Cape area (Stop 3), furrow 
valleys cut across the delta plains at an angle to the 
surface slope and were most likely generated by 
groundwater seepage during an early postglacial 
time when lake base levels dropped. At this location, 
the Coonamessett furrow valley is cut into distal 
sands of the Mashpee delta plain, and a small borrow 
pit (fig. 55) provides access to view grain-size and 
bedding (maybe). In this part of the Cape, a number 
of furrow valleys have traditionally been used as 
places to create cranberry bogs. 

In the Falmouth area, the process of growing 
cranberries and plans for river restoration have been 
at odds. According to a commissioned report: “There 
are significant cultural and social reasons to retain 

cranberry farming in the Coonamessett River. These bogs are the site of a 110-year old working landscape. They 
connect Falmouth to its agricultural heritage and the diversity of peoples who farmed them and built this town. 
The bog farming and the river have coexisted for more than a century. Cranberry harvesting brings significant 
income to the Town of Falmouth through leases and licenses, attracts tourists and townsfolk at harvest time, and 
is becoming more and more environmentally conscientious. This income generation has exceeded $1 million since 
1982, far exceeding the original cost of the land to the Town of Falmouth. Modern cranberry farming is a part of 
the mosaic of traditional land uses that make Falmouth so attractive.”  

Cranberry bog deposits— Natural freshwater 
swamps or peat bogs overlain locally by artificially 
emplaced sand or other fill; these deposits occur 
primarily in southeastern Massachusetts and on 
Cape Cod. Commonly, cranberry bogs also are 
created by excavation into sand and gravel 
deposits that form the bed; peat and other 
organic material are then artificially emplaced 
over the bed, and water drainage pathways are 
diverted into the area to control seasonal 
flooding of the bog. 

Excerpted from Surficial Materials of 
Massachusetts, J.R. Stone and others, 2018 

Figure 55. DEM map in the vicinity of Stop 19. Qmb-- 
Buzzards Bay moraine, Qcp--Crooked Pond outwash, Qnm--
Mashpee deltaic plain. 
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Stop 20. P.A. Landers Sand and Gravel pit, Forestdale (41.690, -70.497); Mashpee Pitted Plain outwash, large 
kettles.  

This excavation is cut into the Mashpee 
deltaic outwash plain (figs. 56 and 57). 
The top of the plain lies at 45 m altitude 
here, and the floor of the pit is at 26 m; 
thus, we have approximately 19 m (62-ft) 
of vertical exposure, which appears to 
consist entirely of horizontally layered, 
fluvial topset beds with no foreset beds 
visible—presumably foreset beds lie 
beneath the floor of the pit. Gravel clast 
sizes in the topset beds here are 
predominantly pebbles and cobbles, and 
few small boulders in this medial to 
proximal position in the outwash plain. 

 
 
 

The floor of the pit lies just a few meters 
above the surface of Peters Pond, a large 
kettle with a long dimension of 1.5 km (fig. 
57). The surface of the pond is at the water 
table in this part of the upper Cape. It is at 
20.3 m in altitude as measured on the 2011 
DEM. The uncollapsed surface of the 
Mashpee plain is at 45 m and Peters Pond 
was reported by J.B. Woodworth 
(Woodworth and Wigglesworth, 1934) as 
being 14.6 m (48 ft) deep. Allowing for 
several meters of kettle fill below the bottom 
of the pond, we would calculate the 
minimum thickness of the ice block (the 
melting of which formed the kettle) to have 
been 45 m. So—the ice block stood on the 
bottom of the lake basin (fig. 15) and its base 
would have been at about -45 m altitude, just 
above the -46-m altitude of the bedrock 
surface here as measured by Fairchild and 
others (2012) (also see figure 4 in this report). 

Figure 57. DEM map of the pit area showing location of Stop 20. 

Figure 56. Photo of fluvial topset beds of the 
Mashpee deltaic plain in P.A. Landers gravel pit 
in Forestdale. 
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Stop 21. Cape Cod Aggregates gravel pit in Sandwich Moraine (41.727, -70.487); till overlying proximal 
Mashpee plain.  

The excavation (fig. 58) is cut through capping till 
at the front of the Sandwich moraine, and thus 
provides a window into underlying ice-contact 
fluvial beds of the underlying Mashpee pitted 
plain. The pit is in a knobby irregular upland 
surface that extended as a broad ridge 73-75 m 
high, as part of Telegraph Hill, a 2.5-km long hill, 
with maximum altitude of 88.5 m.  Large, deep 
kettles having basal altitudes as low as 22 m 
border this hill. The depositional surface of the 
Mashpee pitted plain is at 58 m at its contact with 
the moraine at the pit entrance.  Detailed soils 
maps of the Plymouth-Barnstable soils complex on 
the tops of moraine ridges and in large kettle areas 
describe the surface till as thin and discontinuous, 
overlying sorted and stratified sandy sediments 
(U.S.D.A., 2010, Official Series Description). 

Compact surface silty, sandy till forms a 
vertical face in the western pit wall.  The 
top of the wall at the crest of the 
moraine ridge is 73-75 m altitude, 
extending down to 35 m at the pit floor. 
The upper 15 m of moraine materials 
include till and zones of gravelly sand, all 
of which overlie the eroded outwash 
surface below 58 m. Moraine materials 
may extend down to 40 m at the north 
end of the pit. No thrusts or till partings 
have been seen to cut the apparently 
undisturbed outwash deposits in the 
bottom of the pit. 

The conceptual model of the Sandwich 
moraine (fig. 14, 3a-6a) here includes 
evidence from numerous kettles and 
ridges that the moraine was created by ice-push translation of huge ice blocks, till sheets, and masses of 
glaciofluvial sediments eroded from the underlying head of the Mashpee pitted plain. The fluvium may have been 
disaggregated to form a fluid matrix around the ice blocks. Ice-front parallel ridges and low (<2 m) but laterally 
continuous slopes form concave- and convex-outward fabrics that cut across kettles and upland surfaces. To the 
east of here, convex low ridges extend outward 0.75 km from the front of the moraine (see fig. 13); some distal 
ridges have >3 m relief along their front slopes. These features and examples of till sheets thrusted across sand 
(Oldale and O’Hara, 1984) support their ice-thrust model with local capping till sheets, modified by inclusion of 
numerous ice blocks as thrust components. 

Figure 58. Upper—photo of till and interbedded sand and gravel 
in the Sandwich moraine.  Lower--DEM map in the vicinity of 
Stop 21. Qms—Sandwich moraine, Qnm—Mashpee deltaic 
plain. 
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